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UNIT 21
STORY 21

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can. Use the previous

1.

(blank) page.
) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﻳﮑﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

درﺑﻴﻦ ﭘﺎﮐﺘﯽ ﮐﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﻓﺮﺳﺘﺎدﻩ ﺑﻮد ،ﻳﮏ ﻧﺎﻣﻪ وﻣﻘﺪارزﻳﺎدﯼ داﻟﺮﺑﻮد.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺳﻔﺮﮐﻨﻨﺪ.
ﺣﺎﺟﯽ ﻧﻌﻤﺎن درﺷﻬﺮﭘﺸﺎورزﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﺮد.
ﻧﺒﻴﻞ وﺟﻠﻴﻞ ازﺣﺎﺟﯽ ﻧﻌﻤﺎن ﭘﻮل درﻳﺎﻓﺖ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ.
ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ازﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرش ﺧﻮاﺳﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد ﮐﻪ ازاﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺮﺁﻳﻨﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﭼﺮا ﭘﻮل را ازﻃﺮﻳﻖ ﺑﺎﻧﮏ ﻧﻔﺮﺳﺘﺎدﻩ ﺑﻮد؟
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﻄﻮرﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ واﻟﺪﻳﻦ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ را ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﺪ؟
راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺣﺎﺟﯽ ﻧﻌﻤﺎن ﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﺪاﻧﻴﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻄﻮرﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﻴﺮﻓﺘﻨﺪ؟
ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ازرﺳﻴﺪن ﺑﻪ ﭘﺸﺎور ،ﭼﻪ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ؟
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4.

Can you picture Peshawar? Imagine the city, people, and the various
languages they speak. Do they welcome foreigners? Discuss your ideas in pairs or
small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 21

ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ وﺗﺮﺑﻴﻪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن

 ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ واﻧﺴﺘﻴﺘﻮت هﺎﯼ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﯽ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ.ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ وﺗﺮﺑﻴﻪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن هﺮروزﺧﻮﺑﺘﺮ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
ن زﻳﺎدﺗﺮدررﺷﺘﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ درس ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﻧﻨﺪ
ِ  ﺷﺎﮔﺮدا.درهﺮﮔﻮﺷﻪ وﮐﻨﺎرﻣﻤﻠﮑﺖ ﺑﺎزﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ
ء
 ﻣﺆﺳﺴﻪ ﻳﻮﻧﻴﺴﻒ ﮐﻪ. ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻬﺎﯼ درﺳﯽ وﻗﺮﻃﺎﺳﻴﻪ ﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﮔﺮان اﺳﺖ.وﺗﺮﺑﻴﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
 هﺮﺳﺎل ﺑﻪ ﻣﻘﺼﺪ ﮐﻤﮏ ﺑﻪ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ و،درﭼﻮﮐﺎت ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﻣﻠﻞ ﻣﺘﺤﺪ ﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺖ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ
 ودﻳﮕﺮﻣﻮاد ﻃﺮف ﺿﺮورت را ﺑﻪ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن، ﻗﻠﻢ، ﮐﺘﺎﺑﭽﻪ، ﻣﻘﺪارزﻳﺎد ﮐﺘﺎب،ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان
، ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻧﻮﺳﺎزﯼ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ ﮐﻪ در وﻗﺖ ﺟﻨﮓ ﺧﺮاب ﺷﺪﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ، هﻤﭽﻨﺎن.ﻣﯽ ﻓﺮﺳﺘﺪ
 رادﻳﻮﯼ دوﻳﭽﻪ وﻳﻠﻪ.ﮐﻤﮏ هﺎﯼ زﻳﺎد ازﻃﺮف ﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﯼ ﻏﺮﺑﯽ ﻓﺮاهﻢ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
 ﺁﻟﻤﺎن درﻗﺴﻤﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﺷﻤﺎﻟﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎﯼ دﺧﺘﺮاﻧﻪ١واﻧﺴﺘﻴﺘﻮت ﮔﭗ
.ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
1. needed supplies
2. framework / frame
3. for the purpose of
4. (they) are being trained
5. Deutsche Welle Radio

1.

6. corner
7. (it) is being provided
8. field
9. education / training
10. stationery

11. institute
12. (it) operates / acts
13. textbooks

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.

1
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DIALOG 21
The Principal of a School Answers a Reporter’s Questions
about the Supplies His School Needs


 دﻩ اﯼ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﭼﯽ ﮐﻤﺒﻮد دارﻳﻦ؟،ﻣﺪﻳﺮﺻﺎﺣﺐ
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
 ﺷﺎﻳﺪ دﻳﺪﻩ ﺑﺎﺷﻴﻦ ﮐﻪ اﮐﺜﺮﺷﺎﮔﺮدهﺎﯼ ﻣﺎ. ﻣﺎ ﻣﻴﺰوﭼﻮﮐﯽ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﮐﻤﺒﻮد دارﻳﻢ:ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ
.روﯼ زﻣﻴﻦ ﺷﻴﺸﺘﻦ
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
ﺑﻪ ﻗﺪرﮐﺎﻓﯽ ﮐﺘﺎب درﺳﯽ دارﻳﻦ؟
.ﻼ ﺻﺮف ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺗﻌﺪاد ﮐﺘﺎﺑﻬﺎﯼ ﻓﺰﻳﮏ وﮐﻴﻤﻴﺎ ﺿﺮورت دارﻳﻢ
ً  ﻓﻌ:ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ
ﻗﺮﻃﺎﺳﻴﻪ رﻩ ﺧﻮد ﺷﺎﮔﺮد هﺎ ﻣﻴﺨﺮن؟
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
ء
، وﻋﺪﻩ ﮐﺪن ﮐﻪ ﻣﻴﺰ، ﺑﺮﻋﻼوﻩ. ازﻃﺮف اﺗﺤﺎدﻳﻪ اروﭘﺎﻳﯽ دادﻩ ﺷﺪﻩ، ﻧﺨﻴﺮ:ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ
. ﺗﺨﺘﻪء ﺳﻴﺎﻩ وﺗﺒﺎﺷﻴﺮهﻢ روان ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻦ،ﭼﻮﮐﯽ
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
. ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﮐﻠﮑﻴﻦ هﺎ ﺷﻴﺸﻪ ﻧﺪارﻩ،ﻗﺴﻤﻴﮑﻪ دﻳﺪﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻪ
 ﭼﻮن ﻧﺘﺎﻧﺴﺘﻴﻢ ﮐﻪ ﺷﻴﺸﻪ. اﮐﺜﺮﺷﻴﺸﻪ هﺎ ﺑﻪ اﺛﺮﺟﻨﮓ ﺷﮑﺴﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد، ﺑﻠﯽ:ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ
. ﺑﻪ ﺟﺎﯼ ﺷﻴﺸﻪ ﮐﺎﻏﺬ ﭼﺴﭙﺎﻧﺪﻳﻢ،ﺑﺨﺮﻳﻢ
1. (they) have promised
2. European Union
3. physics
4. additionally / in addition
5. as (it) looks
6. (they) are sitting on the ground

7. sufficient amount
8. (you) may have seen
9. chalk
10. chemistry
11. as a result of
12. blackboard

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 21
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻳﮏ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ درﺑﺎرﻩء وﺿﻊ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎرﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﺷﺎﮔﺮد هﺎﯼ ﺧﻮد را ﺑﺮاﯼ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﺁﻣﺎدﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ اوﻗﺎت ﻧﻮ را ﺑﻪ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﻧﺪ.٣
. دوﺷﺎﮔﺮد درﻣﻮرد ﻣﻘﺮرات ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدردرﻣﻮرد ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﺑﺎ دﺧﺘﺮش ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 21
Furnishings

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﻣﻴﺰ
ﺳﺎﻋﺖ
اﻟﻤﺎرﯼ
 ﻓﺮش/ﻗﺎﻟﻴﻦ
ﭼﺮاغ
 ﺗﺨﺘﺨﻮاب/ﭼﭙﺮﮐﺖ
 رف/ﺗﺎﻗﭽﻪ
ﮐﻮچ
ﺑﺎﻟﺸﺖ
 ﺗﺼﻮﻳﺮ/ﻋﮑﺲ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. carpet
B. bed
C. couch / sofa
D. pillow
E. shelf
F. picture
G. table
H. clock
I. lamp

•

J. cabinet / locker

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can
a. by size: what you can fit in a small car and what needs to be transported in
a large truck; and
b. according to material, whether soft or hard.
5. Draw a card. Then make negative statements about this item, suggesting that it be
replaced by a better one (that is, roomier, sturdier, more comfortable, more stylish,
etc.) Another student disagrees and explains its sentimental value.
6. On the board, draw a crude sketch of a room. Add furnishings, one piece at a time,
as told by your classmates. (They will specify the exact location of each item.)
Don’t forget to “accessorize.”
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the following page for additional practice. Create stories.
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MILITARY 21
At the Stockyard

 (Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﺑﺰهﺎ ﻣﺮﻳﺾ وﺿﻌﻴﻒ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﻣﻤﮑﻦ اﺳﺖ ﺑﺰهﺎﯼ ﺿﻌﻴﻒ زﻧﺪﻩ ﻧﻤﺎﻧﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺑﺰﺧﺎﻧﮕﯽ
.ﺑﮕﻴﺮﻧﺪ
.ﺑﺰهﺎﯼ ﺻﺤﺘﻤﻨﺪ اﺧﻴﺮًا ﺁب ﻧﻮﺷﻴﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ
.ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﺑﺰهﺎ ﺳﺎﻟﻢ وﺗﻨﻮﻣﻨﺪ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪﻩ ﺑﺰ و ﻧﺮﺑﺰﻣﯽ ﻓﺮوﺷﺪ
.ﺑﺰهﺎﯼ ﺻﺤﺘﻤﻨﺪ ﺗﻐﺬﻳﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops want to get a pet goat.
B. The merchant sells female and male goats.
C. Some goats are sickly and weak.
D. Some goats are healthy and robust.
E. The healthy goats have been fed.
F. The healthy goats had water recently.
G. Sickly animals may not survive.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the merchant. The commander states the
troops’ desire for a pet goat as a mascot. The merchant tells what he has available.
The commander asks to examine a young animal. The commander suspects that the
animal may not be healthy and asks about its diet and water intake. The deal may
or may not be closed. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can. Use the previous
(blank) page.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ ودوم
.ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﭘﻴﺶ ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ رﻓﺖ ﺗﺎ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻣﻬﻤﺎن ﭼﺎﯼ ﺑﻴﺂورد
.ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ درﺁﺷﭙﺰﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺮاوﺑﻮد
.اوﻣﺘﻮﺟﻪ ﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺷﻮهﺮش هﻴﺠﺎﻧﯽ اﺳﺖ
.ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺷﺎن ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ اﻳﺮان ﺑﺮوﻧﺪ
.اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ را ﺑﺎ ﻃﻴﺎرﻩ ﻣﻴ ُﺒﺮد

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﺁﻳﺎ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ ﮐﻪ ﭼﺮا ﺧﻠﻴﻞ درﺁن روزهﻴﺠﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﻮد؟
 ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﮐﺮد؟،ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ وﻗﺘﻴﮑﻪ هﻴﺠﺎن ﺷﻮهﺮش را دﻳﺪ
ﭼﺮا ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻧﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ ازﺷﻮهﺮش ﺑﭙﺮﺳﺪ ﮐﻪ ﭼﻪ وﻗﺖ ﺳﻔﺮﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ ﮐﺮد؟
ﻣﻬﻤﺎن ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﮐﯽ ﺑﻮد؟ وﺑﺮاﯼ ﻣﻬﻤﺎن ﭼﻪ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺸﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﺳﺖ ﺑﺎ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﺪ؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture a smuggling operation like the one run by Haji Noman?
How does it work, and what are the risks? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small
groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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١

TEXT 22

ﺧﺮﻳﺪ وﻓﺮوش اﺷﻴﺎﯼ ﻟﻮﮐﺲ

 ﻣﺮدم زﻧﺪﮔﯽ دﺷﻮارﯼ، ﻣﺨﺎﺑﺮات وﻣﻄﺒﻮﻋﺎت ﮐﺎرﻧﮑﻨﻨﺪ،اﮔﺮدرﻳﮏ ﮐﺸﻮرﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ هﺎﯼ ﻧﻘﻠﻴﺎت
. دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﺮدم اﻳﻦ دﺷﻮارﯼ هﺎ را دﻳﺪﻧﺪ وﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﻋﺬاب ﮐﺸﻴﺪﻧﺪ، ﻣﺘﺄﺳﻔﺎﻧﻪ.ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ داﺷﺖ
 ﻣﺮدم. ﺑﺎزارهﺎ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺑﺎزﺷﺪﻧﺪ وروﻧﻖ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻨﺪ،ﺑﻌﺪ ازروﯼ ﮐﺎرﺁﻣﺪن ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮدرﮐﺎﺑﻞ
 ﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻞ وﻣﻮﺗﺮﺷﺮوع،ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺳﻴﮑﻞ، وﻳﺪﻳﻮ، ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن،ﺑﺎ ﺷﻮق وذوق زﻳﺎد ﺑﻪ ﺧﺮﻳﺪن رادﻳﻮ
 زﻳﺮا وﺿﻊ اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯼ. ﺁﺳﺎن ﻧﻴﺴﺖ ﮐﻪ هﻤﻪء ﻣﺮدم ﺑﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ اﻳﻦ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎ راﺑﺨﺮﻧﺪ، اﻟﺒﺘﻪ.ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ
 وﻟﯽ ﺁرزوﻣﻨﺪﯼ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ هﺮروزﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻣﻴﺸﻮد و.درﮐﺸﻮرهﻨﻮزﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﺑﺪ اﺳﺖ
 ﺧﺮﻳﺪ وﻓﺮوش ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﻧﻴﺰدراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺧﻴﻠﯽ.ﻣﺮدم ﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ ﺗﺎ اﺷﻴﺎﯼ ﻟﻮﮐﺲ ﺑﺨﺮﻧﺪ
.زﻳﺎد ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ
1. difficulty
2. luxurious
3. desire / aspiration
4. press
5. things / items

1.

6. improvement
11. transportation
7. (they) flourished
12. being established
8. government
13. of course
9. real estate market
14. (it) is increasing
10. with eagerness and enthusiasm

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.

1

 اﺷﻴﺎis the plural form of the word ‘ ﺷﯽthing / item / substance’ made by Arabic rule.
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DIALOG 22
Two Men Discuss High Prices in the Marketplace, and Financial
Difficulties


ﻏﻨﯽ ﺟﺎن ﺑﺎﻵﺧﺮﻩ ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺳﻴﮑﻞ ﺧﺮﻳﺪﯼ؟
. ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺳﻴﮑﻠﻪ ﭼﻄﻮﺑﺨﺮم.ﭼﯽ ﮔﭗ هﺎ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﯽ ﻧﺒﯽ ﺟﺎن! ﻣﻪ ﭘﻮل ﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻠﻪ ﻧﺪارم
. ﻣﻪ هﻨﻮزﻳﮏ ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﺧﺮﻳﺪﻩ ﻧﺘﺎﻧﺴﺘﻴﻢ.ﺑﻪ راﺳﺘﯽ هﻢ ﮐﻪ ﻗﻴﻤﺘﻬﺎ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرزﻳﺎد اس
 ﺷﮑﺮﮐﻪ. ازدﻧﻴﺎ ﺑﻴﺨﺒﺮﻣﻴﻤﺎﻧﯽ، اﮔﻪ ﻧﺪاﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﯽ.ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺿﺮوراس
.ﻧﺸﺮات ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﻣﺎ ﺑﺎد ازﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺷﺮوع ﺷﺪ
 ﻳﮏ. اوﻧﺎرﻩ ﻣﻴﻔﺮوﺷﻢ. ﻣﻪ ﻳﮏ وﻳﺪﻳﻮ وﻳﮏ رادﻳﻮﮐﺴﺖ ﮐﻬﻨﻪ دارم.راس ﻣﻴﮕﯽ
 اﮔﻪ وﺿﻊ اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﻳﻢ. ﻳﮏ ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﻧﻮﻣﻴﺨﺮم.ﻣﻘﺪارﭘﻮل دﮔﻪ هﻢ ﺳﺮش ﻣﻴﻤﺎﻧﻢ
. ﺑﺮﯼ ﺑﭽﻴﻢ ﻳﮏ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮهﻢ ﻣﻴﺨﺮم،ﺑﻬﺘﺮﺷﻮﻩ
.اﻣﻴﺪ اس ﮐﻪ ﺑﺎد ازاﯼ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ ﺧﻮﺑﺘﺮﺷﻮﻩ
1. TV broadcast
2. radio cassette player
3. uninformed
4. prices
5. thank (God)

6. (I) will put on it
7. what are (you) talking about
8. conditions
9. indeed
10. video

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 22
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. دوﻣﺮد درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺑﻠﻨﺪ ﺑﻮدن ﻗﻴﻤﺖ هﺎ درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﺧﺮﻳﺪن ﻳﮏ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﻧﻮﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٢
. ﺻﺎﺣﺐ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻮﺗﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﻮﺗﺮﻧﻮﺧﻮد ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﻣﻮرد ﺧﺮﻳﺪن ﻣﺒﻞ وﻓﺮﻧﻴﭽﺮﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ دﮐﺎﻧﺪاردرﻣﻮرد ﻗﻴﻤﺖ هﺎﯼ ﻓﺮﻧﻴﭽﺮﺑﺎ ﻣﺸﺘﺮﯼ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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Clothing

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

 دﺳﺘﺎر/ﻟُﻨﮕﯽ
 ﮐﺮﺗﯽ/ﺑﺎﻻﭘﻮش
 ﭘﻴﺮاهﻦ زﻧﺎﻧﻪ/ﻟﺒﺎس
ﮐﻼﻩ
واﺳﮑﺖ
 ﭼﺎدر/دﺳﺘﻤﺎل ﺳﺮ
ﺑﻮت
ﭘﻴﺮاهﻦ
ﭘﺘﻠﻮن
ﭼﭙﻠﯽ
1.

A. coat

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. vest
C. shirt
D. pants
E. shoes
F. sandals
G. dress
H. headscarf
I. turban
J. cap

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can, starting with the top of head moving
downward to the bottom of feet.
5. Draw a card. State your plans to find such an item at the market, why you want to
buy it, and what qualities you are looking for. Elaborate.
6. Select two cards, with either a male or female Afghan orphan in mind. These
donated clothing items don’t fit or don’t serve the person well. Talk about your
orphan and his/her unsuitable clothes: they may be too small, too large, too short,
too colorful, or not suitable for the season, etc.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
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MILITARY 22
Tire Repair

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
ﺑﻌﻀﯽ )اوﻗﺎت( ﻣﻮﺗﺮﻓﺮوﺷﻴﻬﺎ ﺗﻴﺮهﺎﯼ ﻓﺮوﺷﯽ
.دارﻧﺪ
ء
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻮﺗﺮﻓﺮوﺷﯽ وﺟﻮد دارد،درﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﻣﺠﺎور
ﺑﻌﻀﯽ )اوﻗﺎت( ﻣﻮﺗﺮﻓﺮوﺷﻴﻬﺎ ﺗﻴﺮ را ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ
.ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
ء
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﺸﻐﻮل ﮔﺰﻣﻪ راﻩ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﺗﻴﺮواﺳﻄﻪء ﻧﻘﻠﻴﻪء ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﭘﻨﭽﺮﺷﺪ
.درﻳﻮرﺗﻴﺮاﺷﺘﺒﻨﯽ را ﻧﺼﺐ ﮐﺮد
.ﺗﻴﺮﺁﺳﻴﺐ دﻳﺪﻩ ﺑﻪ ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ اﺣﺘﻴﺎج دارد

•

A. The troops are on a road patrol.
B. Their vehicle had a flat tire.

•
•
•
•
•
•

C. The driver installed the spare tire.
D. The damaged tire needs repair.
E. There is an auto shop in the next
village.
F. Some(times) auto shops have tires
for sale.
G. Some(times) auto shops repair tires.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the mechanic. The commander
explains the tire problem. The mechanic states what he has available. When the
damaged tire is brought, the mechanic assesses the damage. The commander may
or may not agree to the mechanic’s suggestion. (If possible, record the
conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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STORY 23
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﺳﻮم
.روزهﺎﯼ ﺟﻤﻌﻪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن روزهﺎﯼ ﮐﺎراﺳﺖ
.ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﭘﺨﺘﻦ ﻏﺬا ﭼﻴﺰزﻳﺎدﯼ ﻧﺪاﺷﺖ
.اودرﺁن روزﺳﺒﺰﯼ ﭼﻠﻮﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد
.ﻣﺎﺳﺖ ﺗﺎزﻩ را ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺧﻮدش ﺗﻴﺎرﮐﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮد
.اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ هﻢ ﺳﻦ وﺳﺎل ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻌﻠﻮم ﻣﻴﺸﺪ

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﻻ ﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ؟
ً اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ درروزهﺎﯼ ﺟﻤﻌﻪ ﻣﻌﻤﻮ
ﭼﺮا ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺳﺒﺰﯼ را ﺑﺪون ﮔﻮﺷﺖ ﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد؟
 ﭼﻪ ﭼﻴﺰدﻳﮕﺮﯼ روﯼ ﻣﻴﺰﮔﺬاﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ؟،ﺑﺮﻋﻼوﻩء ﺳﺒﺰﯼ ﭼﻠﻮ
درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻧﺸﺴﺘﻦ زﻧﺎن ﺳﺮﻣﻴﺰﻧﺎن ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟ ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺁن
ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﺮا ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ؟ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ازﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻪ ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪ؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture situations where the invited guest will eat with the host
only, not the host and his wife? And what might the arrangement be if the guests
are a couple or family? What might be the reason(s) for these arrangements?
Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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ﺑﺎزارهﺎﯼ ﻧﻮ

. وﺿﻊ ﺑﺎزارهﺎﯼ ﺷﻬﺮﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺑﺎ ﮔﺬﺷﺖ هﺮروز ﺑﻬﺘﺮﻣﻴﺸﻮد، ﻣﻄﺒﻮﻋﺎت دﻧﻴﺎ١ﺑﻪ اﺳﺎس ﮔﺰارﺷﺎت
ﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺖ هﺎﯼ ﻧﻮدرﻗﺴﻤﺖ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺷﻬﺮﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ وﺣﺘﯽ درﻧﻈﺮاﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ
، ﺳﺮﻣﺎﻳﻪ ﮔﺬاران داﺧﻠﯽ.ﺳﻮﭘﺮﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺖ هﺎﯼ ﺑﺰرگ وﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﻧﻴﺰدرﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
 ﭘﻼن هﺎ و، ﻣﻬﻨﺪﺳﻴﻦ. ازﺷﺎرواﻟﯽ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ اﺟﺎزﻩ ﻣﻴﮕﻴﺮﻧﺪ،ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ ﺳﻮﭘﺮﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺖ هﺎ
 ﻣﻮاد ﻃﺮف ﺿﺮورت ﻣﺮدم را از،ﻧﻘﺸﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ را درﺳﺖ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ وﺗﺎﺟﺮان
 ﭘﻴﺸﺒﻴﻨﯽ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد.ﺷﻬﺮهﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن وهﻢ ازدﻳﮕﺮﮐﺸﻮرهﺎ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ وارد ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
 ﻓﺮوﺷﮕﺎﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻋﺼﺮﯼ درﺷﻬﺮهﺎﯼ ﮐﻼن اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ،ﮐﻪ درﺁﻳﻨﺪﻩء ﻧﺰدﻳﮏ
.ﺷﺪ
1. goods needed by people
2. (they) import
3. according to / based on
4. businessmen / merchants
5. supermarket
6. domestic investors
7. reports
8. (it) is intended / is being considered
9. design / map
10. near future
1.

11. modern
12. passing / lapse
13. municipality
14. plan
15. (it) is predicted
16. department store / store
17. (they) prepare / make
18. permission
19. architects
20. market

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.
1

 ﮔﺰارﺷﺎتis the plural form of ‘ ﮔﺰارشreport.’. As a rule, the suffix  اتis used to construct the plural form of
nouns of Arabic origin only. However, as a common mistake, some Dari nouns such as ‘ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺶshow,’ ﺧﻮاهﺶ
‘desire / wish,’ ‘ ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎدsuggestion,’ etc., are made plural with this suffix: ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺸﺎت, ﺧﻮاهﺸﺎت,  ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎدات.
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DIALOG 23
The Mayor Speaks with an Investor Who Wants to Build
a Supermarket


. ﺗﺸﮑﺮﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻪ وﺧﺖ ﻣﻼﻗﺎت دادﻳﻦ،ﺷﺎروال ﺻﺎﺣﺐ
:ﺗﺎﺟﺮ
 ﻳﮏ ﺳﻮﭘﺮﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺖ ﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﺑﺮﯼ ﺷﻬﺮﻣﺎ. ﻓﮑﺮﺧﻮﺑﯽ دارﻳﻦ. ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﺸﮑﺮﻧﻴﺲ:ﺷﺎروال
.ﻻزم اس
:ﺗﺎﺟﺮ
 ﺷﻤﺎ دﻩ ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﻧﻘﺸﻪ ﮐﺸﯽ ﺑﺎ ﻣﻪ.ﻣﺼﺎرف ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎن ﺳﻮﭘﺮﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺘﻪ ﻣﻪ ﻣﻴﺘﻢ
.ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﻴﻦ
. اوﻧﺎ رﻩ دﻩ اﺧﺘﻴﺎرﺷﻤﺎ ﻣﻴﮕﺬارﻳﻢ. ﻣﺎ ﻣﻬﻨﺪس هﺎﯼ ﺧﻮب دارﻳﻢ. ﭼﺮا ﻧﯽ:ﺷﺎروال
.راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﭘﻼن ﺗﺎن ﮐﻤﯽ ﮔﭗ ﺑﺰﻧﻴﻦ
.دﻩ اﯼ ﺳﻮﭘﺮﻣﺎرﮐﻴﺖ اﺷﻴﺎﯼ ﺿﺮورﯼ ﻣﺮدم ﻓﺮوﺧﺘﻪ ﺧﺎد ﺷﺪ
:ﺗﺎﺟﺮ
 ﭼﯽ ﻗﺴﻢ اﺷﻴﺎ؟:ﺷﺎروال
، ﻣﻴﻮﻩ ﺟﺎت، ﮔﻮﺷﺖ، روﻏﻦ، ﺷﮑﺮ، ﺑﺮﻧﺞ، ﻣﺜﻞ ﺁرد.ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻣﻮاد ﺧﻮراﮐﯽ
:ﺗﺎﺟﺮ
. ﻣﻮاد ﭘﺎﮎ ﮐﺎرﯼ وﻏﻴﺮﻩ، دواهﺎ، هﻤﭽﻨﺎن.ﺳﺒﺰﻳﺠﺎت وﻟﺒﻨﻴﺎت
1. (we) will put at your disposal
2. dairy products
3. expenses
4. cleaning materials
5. cooking oil

6. you are welcome / don’t mention it
7. flour
8. drafting / designing
9. in connection with / with respect to
10. (it) is necessary

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. دودوﺳﺖ درﻣﻮرد ﭘﻴﺪا ﮐﺮدن ﮐﺎرﺑﺎ هﻢ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.١
. ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ، ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدرﺑﺎ ﭘﺴﺮﺧﻮد درﻣﻮرد اﻳﻨﮑﻪ اوﺑﺎﻳﺪ ازدواج ﮐﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدرودﺧﺘﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﺧﺮﻳﺪ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﺗﺎﺟﺮﺑﺎ ﺷﺎروال ﺷﻬﺮﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﺑﺎ دوﺳﺖ ﺧﻮد درﻣﻮرد ﺑﺎزارهﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 23
Personal Possessions

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

ﺳﺎﻣﺎن ﺑﺎزﯼ
ﺳﯽ دﯼ ﭘﻠﻴﻴﺮ
ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﺟﻴﺒﯽ
ﮐﻠﻴﺪ
ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن
 ﭘﻴﺴﻪ/ﭘﻮل
ﺑﮑﺲ دﺳﺘﯽ
رادﻳﻮ
 زﻳﻮرات/ﺟﻮاهﺮ
ﺳﺎﻋﺖ ﺑﻨﺪ دﺳﺘﯽ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. money
B. TV
C. radio
D. CD player
E. cell phone
F. jewelry
G. toy
H. handbag
I. watch
J. key

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange the words as quickly as you can by size: what fits into your pocket
and what you would carry.
5. Draw a card. State several characteristics that describe the item, without
mentioning it. Another student states what the item is.
6. Draw two cards. Tell which item is more useful to you, and why. If neither one is
useful to you, suggest a person or people who might like them.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
8. Use the pictures on the following page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 23
Finding the Way

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ اﺳﺘﻘﺎﻣﺖ درﻩ را ﻧﻤﻴﺪاﻧﻨﺪ
.ﺷﺎﻳﺪ ﻳﮏ اﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ را ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان درراﻩ ﻋﺰﻳﻤﺖ ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ درﻩء دور
.اﻓﺘﺎدﻩ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺧﺮﻳﻄﻪ ﻧﺪارﻧﺪ
.اﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺪ ﻳﮏ ﻧﻘﺸﻪ رﺳﻢ ﮐﻨﺪ
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻧﻤﻴﺪاﻧﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ درﻩ ﭼﻘﺪردوراﺳﺖ
. ﺁﻧﻬﺎ راﻩ ﺧﻮدراﮔﻢ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ،درﻳﮏ ﭼﻬﺎرراهﯽ

•
•
•

A. The troops are en route to a remote valley.
B. At a crossroads, they get lost.
C. They do not know the direction to the
valley.

•
•
•
•

D. They do not know how far the valley is.
E. They do not have a map.
F. A local Afghan might help them.
G. The local Afghan can draw a map.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is asking an Afghan passerby for directions. The
commander wants to know the distance, and requests a map sketched. The Afghan
draws and explains the sketch. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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STORY 24
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﭼﻬﺎرم
. اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺗﺎ وﻗﺖ ﻧﺎن ﺷﺐ درﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﺎﻧﺪ.١
. اوﺑﻪ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ روزﭼﻬﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ رﻓﺖ.٢
 وﻗﺖ ﮐﺎﻓﯽ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻓﮑﺮﮐﺮدن وﭘﻼن ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ، اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﻳﻴﮑﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎرج ﺳﻔﺮﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ.٣
.ﻧﺪاﺷﺘﻨﺪ
. ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺑﻪ ﺳﺮﻋﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺟﻤﻊ ﮐﺮدن ﻟﺒﺎس هﺎﯼ ﺧﻮد ﺷﺮوع ﮐﺮد.٤
. ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﺎهﻴﺠﺎن درﻣﻮرد ﺳﻔﺮروزﭼﻬﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﺮد.٥
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

 ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺖ؟،اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ دروﻗﺖ رﻓﺘﻦ ازﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺧﻠﻴﻞ
 ﭼﻪ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟،راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺳﻔﺮهﺎﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎرج درﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ
ﭼﺮا ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻧﻤﻴﺨﻮاﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ درﺑﺎرﻩء هﻴﭻ ﭼﻴﺰدﻳﮕﺮﯼ ﻓﮑﺮﮐﻨﺪ؟
ﭼﺮا ﺧﻠﻴﻞ درﻣﻮرد ﺳﻔﺮﮐﺮدن ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﺸﻮﻳﺶ داﺷﺖ؟
 ﺑﻪ وﻗﺖ زﻳﺎد اﺣﺘﻴﺎج داﺷﺘﻨﺪ؟ ﭼﺮا؟،ﺁﻳﺎ ﺑﺮاﯼ رﺳﻴﺪن ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture the items which Mah Gul cherished and would not leave
behind? What do you think she packed because the item was needed? On the
other hand, what would she not bother to take with her? Discuss your ideas in
pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 24

وﺿﻊ زﻧﻬﺎ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن

. اﻗﺘﺼﺎدﯼ واﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯽ ﻧﻘﺶ ﻣﻬﻤﯽ دارﻧﺪ، زﻧﻬﺎ دراﻣﻮر ﺳﻴﺎﺳﯽ،درﻳﮏ ﺟﺎﻣﻌﻪء ﭘﻴﺸﺮﻓﺘﻪ
 ﺣﺘﯽ درﮐﺎرهﺎﯼ. زﻧﻬﺎ ازﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ١ ﺣﻘﻮق،وﻟﯽ درﺟﺮﻳﺎن ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
 ﻣﺎﺷﻴﻦ هﺎﯼ، درﺑﺴﻴﺎرﯼ ازﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ،ﻼ
ً  ﻣﺜ.ﻣﻨﺰل ﻧﻴﺰ زن هﺎ زﻳﺮﻓﺸﺎر زﻳﺎد ﻗﺮار ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻨﺪ
 ﺟﺎروﯼ ﺑﺮﻗﯽ واﺟﺎق هﺎﯼ ﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﭘﺨﺖ وﭘﺰ وﺟﻮد،ﻟﺒﺎس ﺷﻮﻳﯽ وﻇﺮف ﺷﻮﻳﯽ
 ﺣﺘﯽ اﮔﺮﺑﻌﻀﯽ ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩ هﺎ اﻳﻦ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎ راهﻢ.ﻧﺪاﺷﺖ و ﺗﻤﺎم ﮐﺎرهﺎ ﺑﺎ دﺳﺖ اﺟﺮا ﻣﻴﺸﺪ
 اﮐﻨﻮن ﮐﻪ وﺿﻊ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ در. زﻳﺮا اﮐﺜﺮﺷﻬﺮهﺎ ﺁب و ﺑﺮق ﻧﺪاﺷﺘﻨﺪ، ﺑﻴﻔﺎﻳﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد،ﻣﻴﺪاﺷﺘﻨﺪ
 زن هﺎ ﻧﻴﺰاﻣﻴﺪواراﺳﺘﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ،٢ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ودﻳﮕﺮﺷﻬﺮهﺎﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن رو ﺑﻪ ﺑﻬﺒﻮد اﺳﺖ
.ﺑﻬﺘﺮﯼ داﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ
1. chore / work / job
2. home
3. hopeful
4. rights
5. washing
6. social
7. role

1.

8. economic / economical
9. cooking stove
10. (they) were placed
11. vacuum cleaner
12. political
13. affairs / activities
14. improvement / betterment

15. useless
16. advanced society
17. for example
18. pressure / stress
19. dishwasher
20. (they) were being
done

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.

1
2

 ﺣﻘﻮقis the plural form of ‘ ﺣﻖright’ made by Arabic rule.
The phrase ( روﺑﻪ ﺑﻬﺒﻮد اﺳﺖlit., ‘is faced with improvement’) means ‘is beginning to improve.’
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DIALOG 24
Two Women Complain about the Hardships of Housework


. ﻣﻪ ازﮐﺎرهﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﺴﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻳﻢ،ﻧﻔﻴﺴﻪ
. ﺗﻤﺎم ﮐﺎرهﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﻪ دوش زﻧﻬﺎس،ﭼﺎرﻩ ﭼﻴﺲ؟ دﻩ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
 ﺟﺎروﯼ ﺑﺮﻗﯽ هﻢ دﻩ. ﻣﺎﺷﻴﻦ ﻇﺮف ﺷﻮﻳﯽ ﻧﺪارﻳﻢ.ﻣﺎﺷﻴﻦ ﮐﺎﻻ ﺷﻮﻳﯽ ﻧﺪارﻳﻢ
.ﺑﺎزارﻧﻴﺲ
.ﻣﺠﺒﻮراﺳﺘﻴﻢ ﺗﻤﺎم اﯼ ﮐﺎرهﺎ رﻩ ﺑﻪ دﺳﺖ اﻧﺠﺎم ﺑﺘﻴﻢ
. ﭼﯽ ﻓﺎﻳﺪﻩ؟ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﯼ وﺧﺖ هﺎ ﺑﺮق ﻧﻴﺲ،اﮔﻪ ﻟﻮازم ﺑﺮﻗﯽ هﻢ داﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﻴﻢ
.دﻩ اﮐﺜﺮﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ اوهﻢ ﻧﻴﺲ
ء
 ﺗﻨﻬﺎ هﻔﺘﻪ. ﮐﺎﺷﮑﯽ ﻳﺨﭽﺎل ﻣﻴﺪاﺷﺘﻢ.ﭘﺨﺖ وﭘﺰهﺮروزﻩ هﻢ ﻣﻪ رﻩ ﺧﺴﺘﻪ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ
.دوﺳﻪ دﻓﻌﻪ ﺁﺷﭙﺰﯼ ﻣﻴﮑﺪم
 ﺑﺎﻵﺧﺮﻩ ﻳﮏ روززﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﺎ وﺷﻤﺎ ﺁﺳﺎن.ﻣﻄﻤﺌﻦ اﺳﺘﻢ ﮐﻪ اﯼ روزهﺎ ﺗﻴﺮﻣﻴﺸﻪ
.ﺧﺎد ﺷﺪ
1. appliances
2. confident / sure
3. what can be done / what is the solution
4. (they) are on the women’s shoulders /
are women’s responsibility
5. (I) am tired of / am fed up with

6. housework
7. (we) have to / are forced to
8. (it) has bored me
9. (I) wish I had a refrigerator
10. what would be the use of it

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 24
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﺻﺎﺣﺐ ﻳﮏ ﺗﺎﻧﮏ ﺗﻴﻞ درﻣﻮرد ﺑﺰﻧﺲ ﺧﻮد ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ دوﺳﺘﺶ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺣﻮﻳﻠﯽ ﺧﻮد ﻧﻬﺎل ﺑﺨﺮد.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎﻣﻮردوﻟﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺳﺎﻋﺖ هﺎﯼ ﮐﺎرﺧﻮد ﺑﺎ ﻣﺪﻳﺮﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﻣﻮرد ﮐﺎر ﻳﺎﻓﺘﻦ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. دو زن در ﺑﺎرﻩء ﺳﺨﺖ ﺑﻮدن زﻧﺪﮔﯽ درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 24
Transportation

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

ﻃﻴﺎرﻩ
ﻣﻮﺗﺮ
ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺳﻴﮑﻞ
 ﻗﺎﻳﻖ/ﮐﺸﺘﯽ
ﻻرﯼ
ﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻞ
 ﻗﻄﺎرﺁهﻦ/رﻳﻞ
 ﺳﺮوﻳﺲ/ﺑﺲ
هﻠﻴﮑﻮﭘﺘﺮ
1.

A. car

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. bicycle
C. truck
D. bus
E. motorcycle
F. helicopter
G. plane
H. train
I. boat

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can by size: what you might store on your
urban property and what is kept in designated yards or hangars.
5. Draw a card. Tell several characteristics that describe the item, without
mentioning it. Another student says what the item is.
6. Draw two cards. Tell in what way the two means of transportation are different.
Elaborate.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
8. Use the pictures on the following page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 24
Finding an Interpreter

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان اﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎﻳﯽ ﻳﮏ ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺎن دارﻧﺪ
زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺣﺎﺿﺮاﺳﺘﻨﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺎن
.زن ﮔﭗ ﺑﺰﻧﻨﺪ
.زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﯽ ﻳﺎد ﻧﺪارﻧﺪ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺑﺎ زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﮔﭗ ﺑﺰﻧﻨﺪ
.زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ هﺎ ﮔﭗ ﻧﻤﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ
.ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺎن ﻳﮏ ﺳﺮﺑﺎزﻣﺮد اﺳﺖ

A. The troops need to speak to the village

•
•

women.
B. The village women do not speak English.
C. The village women do not speak to

•
•
•
•

foreigners.
D. The American troops have an interpreter.
E. The interpreter is a male soldier.
F. The village women are willing to speak
to a female interpreter.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is interviewing an Afghan woman for the position of
Dari-English interpreter. The commander wants to know her level of education,
prior experience, and willingness to travel to a remote area. The applicant may or
may not be suitable for the job. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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UNIT 25
STORY 25
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﭘﻨﺠﻢ
.روزﭼﻬﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ اول ﻣﺎﻩ ﺣﻤﻞ ﺑﻮد
.اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺟﻴﭗ ﺳﻴﺎﻩ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺁﻣﺪ
. ﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﺑﻮد۵۵ ﭘﺴﺮﮐﺎﮐﺎﯼ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد
.ﮐﻮﭼﻪ هﺎﯼ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﻣﺰدﺣﻢ ﺑﻮد
.ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﺎدرﯼ ﺁﺑﯽ ﭘﻮﺷﻴﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد
ء

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﮐﺪام ﻓﺼﻞ ﺳﺎل ﺑﻮد؟ هﻮاﯼ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ درﺁن روزﭼﻄﻮرﺑﻮد؟
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﺮا ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺁﻣﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد؟
درﻣﻮرد ﻏﻔﻮرﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﺪاﻧﻴﺪ؟ ﭼﺮا اوهﻢ درﺁﻧﺠﺎ ﺑﻮد؟
.راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ وﺿﻊ اﻣﻨﻴﺖ درﺁن وﻗﺖ درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﺪ؟ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﺪ
ﺷﻬﺮﮐﺎﺑﻞ درﺁن روزﭼﻄﻮرﻣﻌﻠﻮم ﻣﻴﺸﺪ؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture Khalil and Mah Gul’s house at this point? What do you
think they left behind? And who will receive the key to the property? Discuss
your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 25

ﻓﺮهﻨﮓ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﯽ دادن

 ﻣﺮدم ﺧﻮش. ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دادن ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﯽ هﺎﯼ ﮐﻼن ﺧﻴﻠﯽ رواج دارد،درﻓﺮهﻨﮓ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
دارﻧﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ اﻓﺘﺨﺎرروزهﺎﯼ ﻣﻬﻢ ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﻓﺎرغ اﻟﺘﺤﺼﻴﻞ ﺷﺪن ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺷﺎن ازﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﻳﺎ
 ﺗﻤﺎم ﺷﺪن ﺧﺪﻣﺖ ﻋﺴﮑﺮﯼ ﻣﺮدان ﻓﺎﻣﻴﻞ، ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩ ازﺳﻔﺮ١ ﺑﺮﮔﺸﺘﻦ اﻋﻀﺎﯼ،ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن
 اﻳﻦ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﻴﻬﺎ ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﺳﺎﻟﮕﺮﻩ هﺎ. ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﻴﻬﺎﯼ ﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﮐﻼن ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دهﻨﺪ،ودﻳﮕﺮﻣﻨﺎﺳﺒﺖ هﺎ
، ﺑﻌﻀًﺎ. دوﺳﺘﺎن ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩ دﻋﻮت ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ.ﻏﺬاهﺎﯼ ﻟﺬﻳﺬ ﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد.وﻧﺎﻣﺰدﯼ هﺎ ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ
 زﻳﺮا ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻪ ﻣﻮﺳﻴﻘﯽ ﻋﻼﻗﻪء زﻳﺎد.ﺳﺎزورﻗﺺ ﻧﻴﺰﺟﺰء ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﯽ هﺎ ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ
 زﻳﺮا ﺟﻤﻌﻪ. اﻳﻦ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﻴﻬﺎ اﮐﺜﺮًا ﺑﻪ روزهﺎﯼ ﭘﻨﺠﺸﻨﺒﻪ وﺟﻤﻌﻪ ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دادﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد.دارﻧﺪ
.دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن روزﺁﺧﺮهﻔﺘﻪ ورﺧﺼﺘﯽ اﺳﺖ واﮐﺜﺮﻣﺮدم ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ درﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﻴﻬﺎ اﺷﺘﺮاﮎ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
1. interest
2. culture
3. graduation
4. musical instrument
5. (it) is customary / common
6. part / component / ingredient
7. journey / travel / trip

1.

8. delicious
9. occasion
10. in honor of
11. (they can) participate / attend
12. music
13. party / reception
14. dance

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.

1

 اﻋﻀﺎis the plural form of ‘ ﻋﻀﻮmember’ formed by the Arabic rule, while by the Dari rule it is  ﻋﻀﻮهﺎ.
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DIALOG 25
Planning a Party in Honor of a Younger Brother Who Has Completed
Mandatory Military Service


 ﺷﻮﺟﻤﻌﻪ ﭼﯽ ﭘﻼن دارﯼ؟،ﻓﺮﻳﺪ ﺟﺎن
١
.ﺑﺮادرم ﻗﺪﻳﺮﺟﺎن ﺧﺪﻣﺖ ﻣﮑﻠﻔﻴﺖ ﻋﺴﮑﺮﯼ رﻩ ﺧﻼص ﮐﺪ
. ﺣﺘﻤًﺎ ﺑﺎ ﺧﺎﻧﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺎ.ﺑﻪ اﻓﺘﺨﺎرﺁﻣﺪﻧﺶ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﯽ دارﻳﻢ
 ﮐﺪام ﮐﺎرﺑﺮش دﻩ ﻧﻈﺮﮔﺮﻓﺘﯽ؟.ﭼﻘﻪ ﺧﻮب ﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻗﺪﻳﺮﺟﺎن ﺗﺮﺧﻴﺺ ﮔﺮﻓﺖ
 ﻗﺪﻳﺮﺟﺎن دﻩ رﺷﺘﻪء اﻗﺘﺼﺎد درس ﺧﺎﻧﺪﻩ دﻩ ﺷﺮﮐﺖ.ﻼ ﮐﺎرﺑﺴﻴﺎرﭘﻴﺪا ﻣﻴﺸﻪ
ً ﻓﻌ
.هﺎﯼ ﻧﻮﻳﮏ ﮐﺎرﺧﻮب ﭘﻴﺪا ﺧﺎد ﮐﺮد
ﭼﻨﺪ ﻧﻔﺮﻩ دﻋﻮت ﮐﺪﯼ؟
. ﺧﻮﻳﺶ وﻗﻮم ودوﺳﺖ هﺎﯼ ﻧﺰدﻳﮏ هﻤﻪ هﺴﺘﻦ.ﺣﺴﺎب ﻧﮑﺪﻳﻢ
ﻣﻪ ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﻢ؟
. ﺗﺸﮑﺮ،ﻧﯽ
1. economy / economics
2. mandatory military service
3. company / firm
4. relatives
5. how good (it) is

:ﮐﺮﻳﻢ
:ﻓﺮﻳﺪ
:ﮐﺮﻳﻢ
:ﻓﺮﻳﺪ
:ﮐﺮﻳﻢ
:ﻓﺮﻳﺪ
:ﮐﺮﻳﻢ
:ﻓﺮﻳﺪ

6. have (you) considered a job for him
7. should I help with something
8. (I) have not counted
9. discharge papers

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.

1

In Afghanistan, every male citizen reaching the age of 22 had to join the armed forces for two years. For
those who had higher education, this period was reduced to one year.
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GIST 25
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﺟﻮان درﻣﻮرد ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪء ﮐﺎﻏﺬ ﭘﺮان ﺑﺎزﯼ ﺑﺎ دوﺳﺘﺶ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﻳﮏ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﻣﻮﺳﻴﻘﯽ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺑﺎزﺷﺪن ﺁن ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﺑﺎ دوﺳﺘﺶ درﻣﻮرد ﮔﻞ هﺎﯼ ﺣﻮﻳﻠﯽ ﺧﻮد ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺑﻪ اﻓﺘﺨﺎرﺑﺮادرﺧﻮد ﻳﮏ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دهﺪ.٤
. ﺑﺎهﻢ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ، دودوﺳﺖ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﻏﺬا هﺎﻳﻴﮑﻪ ﺧﻮش دارﻧﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 25
Appearance

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

ﻗﺪ ﺑﻠﻨﺪ
ﭘﻴﺮ
ﺟﻮان
ﭼﺎق
ﻻﻏﺮ
ﻗﺪ ﮐﻮﺗﺎﻩ
ﺳﺒﺰﻩ
ﺳﻔﻴﺪ
ﺑﺪ رﻧﮓ
 ﻣﻘﺒﻮل/ ﺟﺬاب
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. old (age)
B. young
C. tall
D. short
E. skinny
F. fat / portly
G. fair (skin)
H. dark (complexion)
I. attractive
J. unattractive

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in pairs of opposites.
5. Draw a card. Describe a person with this characteristic, and how it impacts the
person’s life, either positively or negatively: “…, therefore ….” Give examples.
6. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
7. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 25
Finding a Butcher

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
دهﻘﺎﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﺣﻴﻮاﻧﺎت ﺷﺎن را ﺑﻪ ﺧﻮﺷﯽ
.ﻣﻴﻔﺮوﺷﻨﺪ
ﮐﺎرﮔﺮهﺎﯼ ﺁﺷﭙﺰﺧﺎﻧﻪ درﻗﺼﺎﺑﯽ ﮐﺮدن
.ﺣﻴﻮاﻧﺎت ﻣﻬﺎرت ﻧﺪارﻧﺪ
.ﺁﺷﭙﺰﮔﻮﺷﺖ ﮐﺎﻓﯽ دراﺧﺘﻴﺎرﻧﺪارد
دهﻘﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺣﻴﻮاﻧﺎت ﺷﺎن را ﺧﻮد ﺷﺎن ذﺑﺢ
.ﻧﻤﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻏﺬاﯼ روزرﺧﺼﺘﯽ ﺷﺎن
.ﮔﻮﺷﺖ ﺗﺎزﻩ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ
ﺻﺮف ﻣﻘﺪارهﺎﯼ ﮐﻢ ﮔﻮﺷﺖ درﺑﺎزارﻣﺤﻠﯽ
.ﭘﻴﺪا ﻣﻴﺸﻮد

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops request fresh meat for
their holiday meal.
B. The cook does not have enough
meat on hand.
C. The kitchen staff is not prepared to
butcher animals.
D. Only small amounts of meat are
offered at the local market.
E. Local farmers gladly sell their
animals.
F. The farmers do not slaughter their
animals themselves.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to an Afghan butcher about slaughtering
livestock from a local farmer. The commander wants to know his experience in
butchering, availability of sufficient amount of butchered meat for the holiday
meal, and fee for the service. The butcher may or may not take the job. (If
possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﺷﺸﻢ
.ﺳﻪ ﭼﻬﺎرروزﻣﻴﺸﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ازﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرش ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﻧﺸﻨﻴﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد
. اوﻧﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد ﮐﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺑﺮادروﺧﻮاهﺮاﻧﺶ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮﻧﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﺪ،درﺁن ﻣﺪت
. ﺟﻼل ﺁﺑﺎد ﮐﻮﺗﺎهﺘﺮوﺧﻮﺑﺘﺮازوﻗﺖ هﺎﯼ ﺻﻠﺢ ﺑﻮد- راﻩ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ
. ﭘﻮل زﻳﺎد ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد،اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺁوردن ﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرﻧﺒﻴﻞ
.ﺳﻔﺮهﺎﯼ ﻏﻴﺮﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯽ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﻄﺮﻧﺎﮎ ﺑﻮد

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﭼﺮا ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺷﺒﻬﺎ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ ﺑﺨﻮاﺑﺪ؟ اوﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻃﺮﭼﻪ ﺗﺸﻮﻳﺶ داﺷﺖ؟
ﭼﺮا ﺳﻔﺮﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻣﺸﮑﻠﺘﺮﺑﻮد؟
 ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟،ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ وﺿﻊ راﻩ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ – ﺟﻼل ﺁﺑﺎد درﺁن وﻗﺖ
ﮐﺎراﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ واﺷﺨﺎص ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ اوﭼﻪ ﺑﻮد؟
اوﺑﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد؟ وﭼﺮا؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you visualize the travel route? (Consult the map on the next page.)
Now imagine the condition of the road, the surrounding terrain, and the distance /
travel time to the destination (given the road conditions). Discuss your ideas in
pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.
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5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮروﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ

 ﺣﺎﻣﺪ ﮐﺮزﯼ. ﻳﮏ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﺟﺪﻳﺪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﺷﺪ،ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺳﻘﻮط ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن
 ﻟﻮﻳﻪ ﺟﺮﮔﻪ.ازﻃﺮف ﻟﻮﻳﻪ ﺟﺮﮔﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺣﻴﺚ اوﻟﻴﻦ رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﮔﺮدﻳﺪ
.ﻳﮏ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ ﺑﺰرگ ﻋﻨﻌﻨﻮﯼ اﻓﻐﺎن هﺎ ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ درﻣﻮاﻗﻊ ﺣﺴﺎس ﺗﺎرﻳﺨﯽ ﺑﺮﮔﺬارﻣﻴﺸﻮد
 و ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯽ دراﻳﻦ ﻣﺠﻠﺲ اﺷﺘﺮاﮎ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ و١ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪ ﮔﺎن ﻣﺮدم ازﺗﻤﺎم اﻗﻮام
ء
 ﺑﻌﺪ از ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ ﺳﺎل ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ و دورﻩ. ﻣﻬﻢ ﺗﺼﻤﻴﻢ ﻣﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﻧﺪ٢در ﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﺎت
 زﻳﺮا ﻣﻮﺟﻮدﻳﺖ. اﻧﺘﺨﺎب رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮر ﻣﺮدم را ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل ﺳﺎﺧﺖ،ﺗﺮﺳﻨﺎﮎ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن
 ﺑﺎﻋﺚ ﺑﻪ وﺟﻮد ﺁﻣﺪن ﺻﻠﺢ واﻣﻨﻴﺖ درﺁن ﮐﺸﻮر،رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮروﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ درﻳﮏ ﮐﺸﻮر
.ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮد
1. existence / being
2. era / period
3. historic / historical
4. fall / downfall
5. tribes
6. president
7. representatives
8. group
9. gathering / assembly / meeting

1.

10. (it) was established
11. (it) is convened / held
12. issues / matters / subjects
13. (he) was selected / elected
14. critical / sensitive
15. dreadful / horrible
16. (they) decide / make decisions
17. (they) participate

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.
1

The word  اﻗﻮامis the plural form of ‘ ﻗﻮمtribe / clan’ made by Arabic rule. By Dari rule, it would be  ﻗﻮﻣﻬﺎ.
 ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﺎتis the plural of ‘ ﻣﻮﺿﻮعissue / matter / subject’ made by Arabic rule. By Dari rule, it would be
 ﻣﻮﺿﻮﻋﻬﺎ.
2
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DIALOG 26
A Supporter Expresses His Views on the New Afghan President and His
Policies


. ﺧﻮب ﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮرﻧﻮﻣﺎ اﻧﺘﺨﺎب ﺷﺪ:ﮐﻤﺎل
. وﻟﯽ ﻣﻴﮕﻦ ﮐﻪ ﺁدم ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﻮب اس. ﻣﻪ رﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮرﻧﻮﻩ زﻳﺎد ﻧﻤﯽ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﻢ:ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
ﻧﻈﺮﺧﻮدت ﭼﻴﺲ؟
. ﺑﺎ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ وﺧﺼﻮﺻﻴﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﻤﻠﮑﺖ ﺁﺷﻨﺎﻳﯽ دارﻩ. ﺁدم ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﮑﺪﻩ وﺑﺎ ﺗﺠﺮﺑﻪ اس:ﮐﻤﺎل
 ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ داﺧﻠﻴﺶ ﭼﻄﻮراس؟:ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
. ازﺣﻘﻮق زن هﺎ واﻗﻠﻴﺖ هﺎ ﺣﻤﺎﻳﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻪ. ﻃﺮﻓﺪاروﺣﺪت ﻣﻠﻴﺲ:ﮐﻤﺎل
. اﻣﻴﺪ اس ﮐﻪ هﻤﻪ ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺮدم ﺑﺎ اوهﻤﮑﺎرﯼ ﮐﻨﻦ:ﻧﻈﻴﺮ
1. internal policy
2. conditions
3. minorities
4. characteristics / particularities
5. national unity

6. cooperation
7. familiarity
8. opinion
9. (he) advocates / supports

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 26
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﻃﺮﻓﺪاررﺋﻴﺲ ﺟﻤﻬﻮرﻧﻮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﺳﻴﺎﺳﺖ هﺎﯼ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. دوهﻤﺼﻨﻔﯽ درﻣﻮرد ﻳﮏ ﮔﺪا ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ درﻣﻮرد دزد ﺑﺎﻧﮏ ازﺷﺎهﺪان ﺳﻮال ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺠﺎهﺪ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ درﻣﻮرد ﮐﺎرهﺎﯼ ﺧﻮد ﺑﻪ ژورﻧﺎﻟﺴﺖ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ.٤
. دوﺳﺮﺑﺎزﺑﺎ هﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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Personality / Background

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

زﺷﺖ
ﺧﻮش ﺑﺮﺧﻮرد
ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل
ﭘﻮﻟﺪار
ﻓﻘﻴﺮ
ﺑﯽ ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻞ
ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﮑﺮدﻩ
ﻏﻤﮕﻴﻦ
زﻣﺨﺖ
ﺑﺎ اﺳﺘﻌﺪاد
1.

A. pleasant

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. mean
C. happy
D. sad
E. poor
F. rich
G. educated
H. uneducated
I. talented

•

J. clumsy

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them in pairs of opposites as quickly as you can.
5. Draw a card. Describe a person with this characteristic, and how it impacts the
person’s life, either positively or negatively: “…, therefore ….” Give examples.
6. Select two or more cards that will describe either a “class bully” or a “class
president,” from your own experience. Elaborate.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 26
Finding a Local Guide

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان راﻩ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ را ﺑﻠﺪ ﻧﻴﺴﺘﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺎﻻﯼ اراﺿﯽ ﺑﺎ ﭘﺎﯼ ﭘﻴﺎدﻩ
.رﻓﺘﻪ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ
ﻳﮏ ﻧﻔﺮراهﻨﻤﺎﯼ داراﯼ ﺣﻴﻮاﻧﺎت ﺑﺎﻳﺪ
.ﭘﻴﺪا ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد
ء
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ دوراﻓﺘﺎدﻩ
.ﺑﺮوﻧﺪ
.ﺗﺎ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ راﻩ ﻣﻮﺗﺮ رو وﺟﻮد ﻧﺪارد
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺣﻴﻮاﻧﺎت ﺑﺎرﺑﺮﯼ ﻳﺎ اﺳﭗ ﻧﺪارﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops need to go to a remote
village.
B. The village is not accessible by
vehicle.
C. The troops cannot traverse the terrain
on foot.
D. The troops do not have any pack
animals or horses.
E. The troops do not know the way to
the village.
F. A guide who has pack animals must
be found.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is interviewing an Afghan for the position of guide.
The commander wants to know his knowledge of the area, availability of
sufficient number of animals, and willingness to leave right away. The Afghan
may or may not be suitable for the job. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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STORY 27

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ هﻔﺘﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺑﻪ ﺳﺮﻋﺖ ازﮐﻮﭼﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺰدﺣﻢ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﻣﻴﮕﺬﺷﺖ.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ هﻴﺠﺎﻧﯽ ﻣﻌﻠﻮم ﻣﻴﺸﺪ.
راﻧﻨﺪﻩء ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن درﯼ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﺮد.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺗﺎ ﻧﺰدﻳﮑﯽ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺮﺣﺪ ،ﮐﺴﯽ ﻣﻮﺗﺮﺁﻧﻬﺎ را اﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﻧﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﺮد.
اوﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ اﮔﺮﻣﻮﺗﺮاﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد ،ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ هﻤﻪ ﭼﻴﺰراﺑﮕﻮﻳﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ داﺧﻞ ﻣﻮﺗﺮﭼﻪ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟
درﻣﻮرد راﻧﻨﺪﻩء ﻣﻮﺗﺮﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﺪاﻧﻴﺪ؟
ﭼﺮا ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻧﻤﻴﺨﻮاﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ درﺑﺎرﻩء راﻧﻨﺪﻩ ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﺑﺪاﻧﺪ؟
ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ درﻣﻮرد ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن ﮐﻤﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
ﺁﻳﺎ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل وﺁرام ﺷﻮﻧﺪ؟ ﭼﻪ وﻗﺖ وﭼﻄﻮر؟
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4.

Can you picture the harsh law imposed by the Taliban police? What effect
did that have on people like Mah Gul and Khalil? In what way did it change
Afghans’ lives? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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ورزش

، ﺑﺎﺳﮑﺘﺒﺎل واﻟﻴﺒﺎل وﻏﻴﺮﻩ،ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن درﭘﻬﻠﻮﯼ ورزﺷﻬﺎﯼ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ ازﻗﺒﻴﻞ ﻓﻮﺗﺒﺎل
 ﻳﮑﯽ ازﻗﺪﻳﻤﯽ ﺗﺮﻳﻦ اﻳﻦ ورزش.ورزﺷﻬﺎﯼ ﺑﺎﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ وﻋﻨﻌﻨﻮﯼ ﺧﻮد را ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﻮش دارﻧﺪ
 ﮐﺸﺘﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﯼ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻋﻼﻗﻤﻨﺪان.هﺎ ﮐﺸﺘﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﯼ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺁن را ﭘﻬﻠﻮاﻧﯽ هﻢ ﻣﻴﮕﻮﻳﻨﺪ
 ﻋﻴﺪ رﻣﻀﺎن و، ﺟﺸﻦ اﺳﺘﻘﻼل، ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﺟﺸﻦ ﻧﻮروز، دررﺧﺼﺘﯽ هﺎﯼ ﻋﻤﻮﻣﯽ.زﻳﺎد دارد
. ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﺎت ﻣﻬﻢ ﮐﺸﺘﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﯼ ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دادﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ، درهﺮﮔﻮﺷﻪ وﮐﻨﺎراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن،ﻋﻴﺪ ﻗﺮﺑﺎن
ﺗﻴﻢ هﺎﯼ ﭘﻬﻠﻮاﻧﯽ ازﺷﻬﺮهﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺟﻤﻊ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ وﺑﺎهﻢ ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪ
. ورزش ﮐﺸﺘﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﯼ ﺧﺼﻮﺻًﺎ درﺳﻤﺖ ﺷﻤﺎل اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﺎرﻳﺦ ﻗﺪﻳﻤﯽ ﺗﺮدارد.ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
1. team
2. (they) gather
3. region / side / direction

1.

4. old / antique
5. ancient / old
6. wrestling

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 27
The Coach of a Wrestling Team and His Assistant Discuss Their
Chances of Winning in the Finals


ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪء ﻓﺎﻳﻨﻞ ﮐﺸﺘﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﯼ ﭼﻄﻮرﺧﺎد ﺷﺪ؟
.ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻢ ﮐﻪ دﻩ وزن هﺎﯼ ﺧﻔﻴﻒ ﻣﺎ ﺑﺮﻧﺪﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻴﻢ
. ﺗﺸﻮﻳﺶ ﻣﻪ ازوزن هﺎﯼ ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ وﺳﻨﮕﻴﻦ اس.راس ﻣﻴﮕﯽ
.ﭼﺎﻧﺲ ﺑﺮﻧﺪﻩ ﺷﺪن ﻣﺎ دﻩ وزن ﻣﺘﻮﺳﻂ ﮐﻢ اس
ﭘﻬﻠﻮان هﺎﯼ وزن ﺳﻨﮕﻴﻦ ﻣﺎ ﭼﻄﻮراﺳﺘﻦ؟
. ﺑﻪ ﻗﺪرﮐﺎﻓﯽ ﺗﻤﺮﻳﻦ ﮐﺪن.هﻤﻪ ﺑﺮﯼ ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪ ﺁﻣﺎدﻩ اﺳﺘﻦ
. ﮐﭗ ﻗﻬﺮﻣﺎﻧﯽ ازﻣﺎ ﺧﺎد ﺷﺪ،دﻩ اوﺻﻮرت
.اﻧﺸﺎاﷲ
1. weight
2. wrestler
3. middle / medium
4. practice
5. final
6. light

:ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﻌﺎون ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﻌﺎون ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﻌﺎون ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﺮﺑﯽ
:ﻣﻌﺎون ﻣﺮﺑﯽ

7. championship trophy
8. concern / worry
9. in that case
10. heavy
11. chance
12. winner

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 27
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. دوهﻤﮑﺎردرﻣﻮرد اﻋﻼن ﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪء ﻓﻮﺗﺒﺎل ﺑﺎ هﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ ﭘﺴﺮدرﻣﻮرد ﺑﺮﻧﺪﻩ ﺷﺪن درﻣﺴﺎﺑﻘﻪء ﺗﻮپ دﻧﺪﻩ ﺑﺎ ﭘﺪرش ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ اوﻗﺎت ﻧﻮ را ﺑﻪ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﻧﺪ.٣
. ﻣﻌﻠﻢ ﺳﭙﻮرت ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﺷﺎﮔﺮد درﺑﺎرﻩء داﺧﻞ ﺷﺪن اوﺑﻪ ﺗﻴﻢ ﺑﺎﺳﮑﺘﺒﺎل ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدردرﻣﻮرد ﻓﺎﻳﺪﻩ هﺎﯼ ورزش ﺑﺎ دﺧﺘﺮﺧﻮد ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 27
Professions

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

دﮐﺎﻧﺪار
ﺳﺮﺑﺎز
ژورﻧﺎﻟﺴﺖ
ﻣﺎﻣﻮردوﻟﺖ
ﺗﺮﺟﻤﺎن
دهﻘﺎن
ﻣﻌﻠﻢ
داﮐﺘﺮ
 ﻣﻬﻨﺪس/اﻧﺠﻨﻴﺮ
ﮐﺎرﮔﺮ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. soldier
B. shopkeeper
C. teacher
D. government employee
E. interpreter
F. laborer
G. physician
H. farmer
I. engineer
J. journalist

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can as (predominantly) “white collar” and
“blue collar” workers.
5. Draw a card. Give several examples of this person’s work. Elaborate.
6. Draw two cards. Tell either how similar or how different the two are.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
8. Use the pictures on the following pages for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 27
Getting a Meal

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
دراﻳﻦ ﺳﺎﺣﻪ ﻋﻼﻣﻪ اﯼ ازﮐﺪام ﺑﺎزاردﻳﺪﻩ
.ﻧﻤﻴﺸﻮد
ﻣﺴﺎﻓﺮان ﺑﻌﻀًﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ درﮐﺪام ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﻪ
.ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺧﻮردن ﭘﻴﺪا ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﮔﺮﺳﻨﻪ وﺗﺸﻨﻪ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ازﺻﺒﺢ ﺑﻪ اﻳﻨﻄﺮف ﻣﺸﻐﻮل
.ﮔﺰﻣﻪ ﺑﻮدﻩ اﻧﺪ
.درﻗﺮﻳﻪء ﺑﻌﺪﯼ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﻪ هﺴﺖ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﻪ ﻏﺬا وﺁب اﺣﺘﻴﺎج دارﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops have been on patrol since
morning.
B. The troops are hungry and thirsty.
C. The troops need food and water.
D. There is no sign of a market in this
area.
E. Travelers can sometimes get a meal
at a roadside inn.
F. There is a roadside inn in the next
village.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the owner of the roadside inn. The
commander wants to know if his troops can get a hot meal and something to
drink, and wants to know what is available and in what quantity. The Afghan may
or may not be able to accommodate the commander’s request. (If possible, record
the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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UNIT 28
STORY 28

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وهﺸﺘﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

درﺳﺮﺣﺪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ،ﺻﺪاﯼ ﺗﻴﺮاﻧﺪازﯼ ﺑﻪ ﮔﻮش رﺳﻴﺪ.
درﻳﻮرﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن ﭘﺸﺘﻮﺑﻪ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﮔﻔﺖ.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺑﻪ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﮔﻔﺖ" :اﻣﺮوزﺑﻪ ﭘﺸﺎورﺧﻮاهﻴﻢ رﺳﻴﺪ".
درﻳﻮرﻣﻮﺗﺮرا ﺑﻪ ﻃﺮف ﺑﺎﻻﯼ ﮐﻮﺗﻞ ﺣﺮﮐﺖ داد.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ و ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺑﻪ دﻋﺎ ﺧﻮاﻧﺪن ﺷﺮوع ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺪاﻧﻴﺪ ﮐﻪ ﮐﻮﺗﻞ ﺳﺮوﺑﯽ درﮐﺠﺎ واﻗﻊ اﺳﺖ؟ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﺪ.
ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﭼﻄﻮرﻣﺘﻮﺟﻪ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺟﻨﮓ ﮐﻮﭼﮑﯽ ﺑﻴﻦ دوﮔﺮوﻩ ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻒ درﺟﺮﻳﺎن ﺑﻮد؟
راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ راﻧﻨﺪﻩء ﻣﻮﺗﺮﭼﻪ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟ اوﺑﻪ ﮐﺪام زﺑﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﺮد؟
درﻣﻮردهﻮا درﺁن روزﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﺮا دﻋﺎ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ؟ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ دردﻋﺎﯼ ﺷﺎن ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ؟ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﺪ.
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Can you picture what a trip over the Sarobi Pass entailed? Think about the
incline and rugged terrain. Now imagine warring factions battling for control of
the area. Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.
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5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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ﮐﻠﺘﻮرﻏﺬا ﺧﻮردن

. ﺷﺴﺘﻦ دﺳﺘﻬﺎ ﻗﺒﻞ وﺑﻌﺪ ازﻏﺬا ﺧﻮردن ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ،ﻳﮑﯽ ازﻗﺎﻋﺪﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﻬﻢ درﮐﻠﺘﻮراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
 اﻃﻔﺎل ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺮﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ ﺗﺎ ﮐﻼن هﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩ ﺑﻪ ﺧﻮردن، دروﻗﺖ ﻏﺬا ﺧﻮردن،هﻤﭽﻨﺎن
 ﻣﺎدرهﺎ هﻤﻴﺸﻪ ﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان. ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺁن ﻧﻮﺑﺖ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻴﺮﺳﺪ.ﺷﺮوع ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
. دو ﭘﺴﺮوﻳﮏ دﺧﺘﺮدارد، ﻣﺮﻳﻢ ﮐﻪ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدرﺧﻮب اﺳﺖ.ﺷﺎن اﻳﻦ ﻗﺎﻋﺪﻩ هﺎ را ﻳﺎد ﺑﺪهﻨﺪ
اوهﻤﻴﺸﻪ ازﻓﺮزﻧﺪاﻧﺶ ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ دروﻗﺖ ﻏﺬا ﺧﻮردن ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻧﺰاﮐﺖ ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ وﺑﺎ دﺳﺖ
، ﻗﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﺬﮐﺮاﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ هﻤﻪء ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺎ ﻗﺎﺷﻖ.هﺎﯼ ﭘﺎﮎ ﺳﺮﻣﻴﺰﻏﺬا ﺧﻮرﯼ ﺑﻨﺸﻴﻨﻨﺪ
 ﻣﺮدم ﻣﻌﻤﻮﻻًروﯼ زﻣﻴﻦ ﻣﻴﻨﺸﻴﻨﻨﺪ، دراﮐﺜﺮﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ اﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮر.ﭘﻨﺠﻪ وﮐﺎرد ﻏﺬا ﻧﻤﻴﺨﻮرﻧﺪ
. دﺳﺘﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ هﻤﻴﺸﻪ ﻗﺒﻞ وﺑﻌﺪ ازﻏﺬا ﺷﺴﺘﻪ ﺷﻮد، ﻟﻬﺬا.وﺑﺎ دﺳﺖ ﻏﺬا ﻣﻴﺨﻮرﻧﺪ
1. (they) wait
2. well-mannered / tactful
3. (it) is worth mentioning
4. to wash

1.

5. therefore
6. turn
7. rule / manner / custom
8. older ones / adults

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex
sentence and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation,
drill, or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 28
A Mother Ensures Her Children Wash Their Hands before Meals


. ﻧﺎن ﺗﻴﺎراس. دﺳﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﺗﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﺸﻮﻳﻴﻦ،اوﻻدهﺎ
:ﻣﺎدر
:داود
. ﻧﺠﻴﺐ ﻧﺸﺸﺘﻪ. ﻣﻪ ﺷﺸﺘﻴﻢ
. ﻣﻴﺮم ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻳﻢ:ﻧﺠﻴﺐ
. ﻣﺴﻌﻮدﻩ وﺧﺖ ﺷﺮوع ﮐﺪﻩ،ﻣﺎدر
:داود
. ﻣﻪ ﮔﺸﻨﻪ ﺷﺪﻳﻢ ﻣﺎدرﺟﺎن:ﻣﺴﻌﻮدﻩ
. ﺻﺒﺮﮐﻮﮐﻪ هﻤﮕﯽ ﺑﻴﺎﻳﻦ. ﺁدم ﻧﺎﻧﻪ ﭘﻴﺶ ازدﮔﺎ ﺷﺮوع ﻧﻤﯽ ﮐﻨﻪ،ﺑﭽﻴﻢ
:ﻣﺎدر
. ﻃﻔﻞ هﺎ ﺑﺎد ازﮐﻼﻧﻬﺎ ﺷﺮوع ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻦ
1. (she) has already begun
2. one does not begin (to eat)
food before others do
3. wash

4. ready
5. (I) have washed

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 28
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدرﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺑﺪاﻧﺪ ﮐﻪ اﻃﻔﺎﻟﺶ دﺳﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﺧﻮد را ﺷﺴﺘﻪ اﻧﺪ ﻳﺎ ﻧﻪ.١
. ﻳﮏ دﺧﺘﺮﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﻓﮑﺮدوﺳﺘﺶ را درﻣﻮرد ازدواج ﺧﻮد ﺑﺪاﻧﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﭘﺪرﺑﻪ دﺧﺘﺮش ﻣﻴﮕﻮﻳﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻧﺰاﮐﺖ هﺎﯼ اﺟﺘﻤﺎﻋﯽ را درﻧﻈﺮﺑﮕﻴﺮد.٣
. ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﺷﺎﮔﺮد ﺷﻮخ وﺑﺎزﻳﮕﻮش ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٤
. دوﺧﻮاهﺮدرﻣﻮرد ﺑﺮادرﺧﻮد ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 28
Daily Routine

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on
flash cards.)

ﺧﺮﻳﺪ ﮐﺮدن
ﺷﺴﺘﻦ
ﮐﺎرﮐﺮدن
ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺁﻣﺪن
راﺣﺖ ﺑﻮدن
 ﺧﻮاب ﮐﺮدن/ﺧﻮاﺑﻴﺪن
ﺑﻴﺮون رﻓﺘﻦ
ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن دﻳﺪن
ﺑﻴﺪارﺷﺪن
ﺧﻮردن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. sleep
B. eat
C. work
D. wash up
E. relax
F. shop
G. wake up
H. watch TV
I. go out
J. come home

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the
handwritten versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can
a. chronologically, when on a busy schedule; and
b. in two categories: “babies” and “moms.”
5. Draw a card. Give an example of when you do this activity. Elaborate. Now draw
a second card. Tell which one you do first and which one afterwards.
6. Select two cards that allow you to use both in a statement with “… while ….”
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription
and translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 28
Finding a Local Contractor

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺣﺎﺿﺮﺷﺪﻧﺪ ﮐﻪ درﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ ﮐﻤﮏ
.ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
.اﮐﺜﺮﻣﻮاد ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﺼﻮرت ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﭘﻴﺪا ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
.ﻳﮏ ﺷﺮﮐﺖ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﭘﻴﺪاﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد
.ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺑﻪ أﺛﺮﻟﺮﮐﺮدن زﻣﻴﻦ ﺧﺴﺎرﻩ ﺑﺮداﺷﺖ
.ﺗﻌﺪاد زﻳﺎدﯼ ازاهﺎﻟﯽ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﮐﺎرﻧﺪارﻧﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ﺳﺎﻣﺎﻧﻬﺎ وﺗﺠﻬﻴﺰات را
.ﺑﻴﺎورﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The village school was damaged
in a mudslide.
B. The troops offered to help with
the repair.
C. The troops can bring some tools
and equipment.
D. Many villagers have no jobs.
E. Most construction supplies are
available locally.
F. An Afghan construction company
must be found.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the roleplay.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is interviewing an Afghan contractor for the repair
project. The commander wants to know his experience in construction,
availability of a sufficient number of construction workers, and willingness to bid
low. The contractor may or may not be suitable for the job. (If possible, record the
conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that
you already know.
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STORY 29

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﻧﻬﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

زد وﺧﻮرد ﺑﻴﻦ ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻒ ﻗﻄﻊ ﺷﺪ.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻧﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺷﺎن ﺑﺮﮔﺮدﻧﺪ.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺗﺎ روزﭼﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪء ﺁﻳﻨﺪﻩ ﺻﺒﺮﮐﻨﻨﺪ.
اوﺗﻨﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ روزهﺎﯼ ﭼﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ را ازﺳﺮﺣﺪ ﺑﮕﺬراﻧﺪ.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ازاﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﻣﻌﺬرت ﺧﻮاﺳﺖ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﮐﺪام ﻓﺼﻞ ﺳﺎل ﺑﻮد؟ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ روزهﺎ درﺁن ﻓﺼﻞ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﺮا ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﻳﮏ هﻔﺘﻪء دﻳﮕﺮﺻﺒﺮﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ؟
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﻪ ﻗﺴﻢ اﺷﺨﺎص را ﻣﻴﺸﻨﺎﺧﺖ؟
ﺁن اﺷﺨﺎص ﭼﻄﻮرﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ اورا ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ؟
ﮐﺪام روزهﻔﺘﻪ ﺑﺮاﯼ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﻣﻬﻢ ﺑﻮد؟ وﭼﺮا؟
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4.

Can you picture the procedures at the Afghan-Pakistan border? What was the
ticket to freedom for Mah Gul and Khalil? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups.
Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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ﺧﻮاﺳﺘﮕﺎرﯼ وازدواج

، ﻳﮑﯽ ازدﺧﺘﺮان ﺻﺒﻮرﮐﻪ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرزﻳﺒﺎﺳﺖ. او ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ دﺧﺘﺮدارد.ﺻﺒﻮر ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﭘﻮﻟﺪاراﺳﺖ
 ﺻﺒﻮرﻣﯽ ﺧﻮاﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ دﺧﺘﺮش ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﮑﺮدﻩ وﺧﻮب.ﺧﻮاﺳﺘﮕﺎران زﻳﺎدﯼ داﺷﺖ
، ﻳﮑﯽ ازاﻳﻦ ﺧﻮاﺳﺘﮕﺎران ﮐﻪ اﻧﺠﻨﻴﺮﺑﻮد وازاﻧﮕﻠﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺁﻣﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد، ﺑﺎﻵﺧﺮﻩ.ازدواج ﮐﻨﺪ
 ﺻﺒﻮرﺑﺮاﯼ دﺧﺘﺮش درهﻮﺗﻞ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺤﻔﻞ. اﺳﻢ اواﺷﺮف ﺑﻮد.ﺑﺎ دﺧﺘﺮﺻﺒﻮرازدواج ﮐﺮد
 ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﺁوازﺧﻮاﻧﺎن.ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ ﮐﻼن ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ داد وهﻤﻪء دوﺳﺘﺎن وهﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪ هﺎ را دﻋﻮت ﮐﺮد
 ﺧﻮﻳﺸﺎوﻧﺪان اﻧﺠﻨﻴﺮاﺷﺮف ﺑﺮاﯼ اﺷﺘﺮاﮎ.ﻣﻌﺮوف ﮐﺎﺑﻞ درﻣﺤﻔﻞ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ هﻨﺮﻧﻤﺎﻳﯽ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ
 ازاﻧﮕﻠﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺁﻣﺪﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ و ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻋﺮوس ﺗﺤﻔﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻗﺸﻨﮓ ﺁوردﻩ،درﻣﺤﻔﻞ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ
.ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ
1. attendance / participation
2. gift / present
3. suitors
4. marriage proposal

1.

5. several
6. performance
7. marriage

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 29
Two Neighbors Discuss News of an Upcoming Wedding


ﺧﺒﺮ دارﯼ ﮐﻪ روزﺟﻤﻌﻪ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ دﺧﺘﺮﺻﺒﻮرﺟﺎن اس؟
ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ ﮐﺪام دﺧﺘﺮش اس؟
. هﻤﻮﮐﻪ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﺎﺳﺘﮕﺎرداﺷﺖ.دﺧﺘﺮﺧﻮردش
ﺗﻮ رﻩ دﻋﻮت ﮐﺪﻩ؟
. ﻣﻪ وﺧﺎﻧﻢ ﻣﻪ دﻋﻮت ﮐﺪﻩ،ﺑﻠﯽ
ﻋﺮوﺳﻴﺶ دﻩ ﮐﺠﺎ اس؟
.دﻩ هﻮﺗﻞ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ
ﺧﺎﻧﻨﺪﻳﺶ ﮐﻴﺲ؟
١
. اﻣﺎﻧﯽ وﻓﻴﺾ ﮐﺎرﻳﺰﯼ
1. singer
2. the same one that had many suitors
3. are you aware (do you know)

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.

1

Names of Afghan singers
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:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء اول
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء دوم
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء اول
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء دوم
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء اول
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء دوم
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء اول
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء دوم
:هﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء اول
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GIST 29
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. دوهﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺤﻔﻞ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ دﺧﺘﺮهﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪء دﻳﮕﺮﺧﻮد ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.١
. دوهﻤﮑﺎردرﺑﺎرﻩء اﻋﻼن ﻓﻮﺗﯽ ﭘﺪرﻳﮑﯽ ازهﻤﮑﺎران ﺷﺎن ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮﺟﻮان درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺳﺎﻟﮕﺮﻩء دﺧﺘﺮﺧﻮد ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﺑﺎرﻩء ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ زن دوم ﺑﺎ دوﺳﺖ ﺧﻮد ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٤
. دوهﻤﺴﺎﻳﻪ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺳﺎﻟﮕﺮﻩء دﺧﺘﺮهﺎﯼ ﺷﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 29
Chores

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﺁب ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ
ﺟﺎروﮐﺮدن
ﻟﺒﺎس ﺷﺴﺘﻦ
ﻏﺬا ﭘﺨﺘﻦ
دوﺧﺘﻦ
ﭘﺎﮎ ﮐﺮدن
ﺳﺮوﻳﺲ ﮐﺮدن ﻏﺬا
ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ ﮐﺮدن
ﻧﺎن ﺧﺸﮏ ﭘﺨﺘﻦ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. cook
B. clean / tidy up
C. sweep
D. wash clothes
E. get water
F. make repairs
G. bake bread
H. serve food
I. sew

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can according to your perception of men’s versus
women’s chores.
5. Draw a card. Give an example of when you do this chore, if ever. Elaborate.
6. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
7. Use the pictures on the next pages for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 29
Searching for a Suspect

(Eight statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
• درﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﻣﺪﺧﻞ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﻪ
.وﺟﻮد دارد
.• ﻣﻈﻨﻮن ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد اﻓﻐﺎن اﺳﺖ
.• ﺻﺎﺣﺐ ﻣﻬﻤﺎﻧﺨﺎﻧﻪ هﻨﻮزﺑﻴﺪاراﺳﺖ
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان درﺟﺴﺘﺠﻮﯼ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻈﻨﻮن اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.• اهﺎﻟﯽ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ درﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺷﺎن هﺴﺘﻨﺪ
.• ﻣﻈﻨﻮن ﺟﻮان و رﻳﺸﺪاراﺳﺖ
.• ﺣﺎﻻ ﺷﺐ اﺳﺖ
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﺮد را ﺗﺎ ﻳﮏ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺗﻌﻘﻴﺐ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ

A. The troops are looking for a suspect.
B. The suspect is an Afghan man.
C. The suspect is young and
bearded.
D. The troops followed the man to a
village.
E. The villagers are in their homes.
F. It is nighttime now.
G. There is a roadside inn at the entrance
to the village.
H. The innkeeper is still up.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the innkeeper. The commander wants to
know if a man matching the description of the suspect is at the inn. The innkeeper may
or may not have provided room and board to the person. (If possible, record the
conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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STORY 30

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﻴّﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

ﺑﻌﺪازﻇﻬﺮروزﭼﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ،اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺁﻣﺪ.
ﺳﻔﺮﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﮐﻮﺗﺎﻩ ودﻟﭽﺴﭗ ﺑﻮد.
ﺗﻮرﺧﻢ ﻳﮏ ﺷﻬﺮﺧﻮرد اﺳﺖ.
اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﮐﺎﻏﺬهﺎ را ﺑﻪ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ ﻧﺸﺎن داد.
ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ درزﻳﺮﭼﺎدرﯼ راﺣﺖ ﺑﻮد.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

روزﭼﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ،ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺧﻮد را ﭼﻄﻮراﺣﺴﺎس ﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ؟
ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﺮا ﭼﺎدرﯼ ﭘﻮﺷﻴﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد؟
ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ هﻮاﯼ ﺗﻮرﺧﻢ درﺁن روزﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﺪ؟ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﻄﻮرﺗﻮاﻧﺴﺖ اﺟﺎزﻩء داﺧﻞ ﺷﺪن ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن را ﺑﮕﻴﺮد؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻪ وﻗﺖ داﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن رﺳﻴﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ؟
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Can you picture Torkham? What kind of a place is it, and who lives and works
there? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

© both Gary W. Bowersox “The Gem Hunter”
5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 30

 ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻨﯽ وﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮﺧﻮاب،ﻓﺎل

 اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎل وﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻨﯽ وﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮﺧﻮاب ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﻋﻼﻗﻪ ﻣﻨﺪ ﺑﻮدﻩ،اززﻣﺎن هﺎﯼ ﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﻗﺪﻳﻢ ﺑﻪ اﻳﻨﺴﻮ
 ﭘﻴﺶ ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ وﻣﻼ رﻓﺘﻦ وازﺳﺮﺳﻔﻴﺪان ﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮﺧﻮاب را ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪن ﺑﺴﻴﺎر، دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻧﻴﺰ.اﻧﺪ
 ﺑﻪ ﮐﺴﺎﻧﻴﮑﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎل وﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻨﯽ. اﻳﻦ ﻋﻼﻗﻪ ﻣﻨﺪﯼ ﮔﺎهﯽ ﮐﻢ و ﮔﺎهﯽ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرزﻳﺎد اﺳﺖ.رواج دارد
 زﻳﺮا اﻳﻦ ﮔﺮوﻩ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻣﻼ هﺎ وﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ هﺎ ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮاﻧﻨﺪ. ﺧﺮاﻓﺎﺗﯽ ﻣﯽ ﮔﻮﻳﻨﺪ،ﺑﺎوردارﻧﺪ
 ﻣﻼهﺎ. ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻌﻀًﺎ ﻧﺰد داﮐﺘﺮﻧﻤﻴﺮوﻧﺪ وﻣﻼ هﺎ را ﺗﺮﺟﻴﺢ ﻣﯽ دهﻨﺪ.ﺑﻴﻤﺎرﯼ هﺎ را درﻣﺎن ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
 درﺧﺪﻣﺖ دﻳﻦ هﺴﺘﻨﺪ وﺑﻪ ﻣﺮدم ﮐﻤﮏ، ﻳﮏ ﮔﺮوﻩ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﮐﻪ ﺁدﻣﺎن ﺧﻮب ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﻨﺪ.دوﮔﻮﻧﻪ هﺴﺘﻨﺪ
 ﺁﻧﻬﺎ درﺑﺎرﻩء دﻳﻦ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎﯼ زﻳﺎدﯼ. ﮔﺮوﻩ دﻳﮕﺮ ﻣﻼهﺎﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﮐﺎر و دروﻏﮕﻮهﺴﺘﻨﺪ.ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
.ﻧﻤﻴﺪاﻧﻨﺪ وﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻣﺮدم را ﻓﺮﻳﺐ دهﻨﺪ
1. (they) prefer
2. era / age / time
3. old women
4. superstitious
5. interpretation of a dream
6. (they) believe
7. people / human beings

1.

8. liar
9. type / kind
10. crooked / dishonest / deceitful
11. cure / remedy
12. fortune / omen / augury
13. fortune-telling / soothsaying
14. at times / sometimes

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 30
A Young Woman Consults a Friend about Going to a Fortune-Teller


. ﻣﻴﺨﺎﻳﻢ ﭘﻴﺶ ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ ﺑﺮم،ﻋﺎﻳﺸﻪ ﺟﺎن
ﭼﺮا؟
.ﻣﻴﺨﺎﻳﻢ ﺑﻔﺎﻣﻢ ﮐﻪ ﭼﯽ وﺧﺖ ﻋﺮوﺳﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻢ
ﭘﻴﺶ ﮐﺪام ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ ﻣﻴﺮﯼ؟
.ﭘﻴﺶ ﻣﻼ ﺷﻤﺲ اﻟﺪﻳﻦ
. اوﻳﮏ ﻣﻼﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﮐﺎرودروﻏﮕﻮﯼ اس.هﻮش ﮐﻨﯽ اوﻧﺠﻪ ﻧﺮﯼ
.اﻣﺎ ﻣﺎدرﮐﻼﻧﻢ ﻣﻴﮕﻪ ﮐﻪ اوﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ ﺧﻮب اس
ﻧﻤﻴﻔﺎﻣﻢ ﭼﺮا ﺗﻮﺑﻪ ﻓﺎل وﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻨﯽ ﺑﺎوردارﯼ؟
.ﻣﺮدم ﻣﻴﮕﻦ ﮐﻪ ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ هﺎ درﺳﺖ ﭘﻴﺸﮕﻮﻳﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻦ
.ﺑﻪ ﮔﭗ ﻣﺮدم ﺑﺎورﻧﮑﻮ
1. prediction / forecast / foretelling
2. (you should) be careful (cautious) not to go there
3. do not believe

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 30
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺎدرﺧﻮاب دﺧﺘﺮش را ﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ زن ازﻣﻼ ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺻﺎﺣﺐ اوﻻد ﺷﻮد.٢
. ﻳﮏ دﺧﺘﺮﺟﻮان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﻣﺎدرﻣﺮﻳﻀﺶ را ﺑﻪ زﻳﺎرت ﺑﺒﺮد ﮐﻪ ﺧﻮب ﺷﻮد.٣
. ﻳﮏ زن ﺟﻮان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ ﭘﻴﺶ ﻓﺎﻟﺒﻴﻦ ﺑﺮود.٤
. دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻳﮏ ﻣﻼﯼ ﺧﻮب ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 30
Military Duties

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
اﻧﺪاﺧﺖ ﮐﺮدن ﺑﺎﺗﻔﻨﮓ هﺎ
ﺧﻮاﻧﺪن اﻋﻼﻣﻴﻪ هﺎ
ﭘﺎﮎ ﮐﺮدن ﺑﺎرﮎ هﺎ
اﺟﺮا ﮐﺮدن ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻘﺎت هﺎ
دﻳﺪن ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ وﺗﺮﺑﻴﻪ
ﺣﻤﻞ ﮐﺮدن ﺳﻼح هﺎ
ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﮐﺮدن اواﻣﺮ
اﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﺷﺪن درﻧﻈﺎم
اﺟﺮا ﮐﺮدن ﮔﺰﻣﻪ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. stand in formation
B. follow orders
C. shoot rifles
D. carry weapons
E. conduct exercises
F. go on patrol
G. receive training
H. clean the barracks
I. read announcements

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can, according to frequency during your current
duty week.
5. Draw a card. Give an example of when you (will) do this duty, what it involves, and
how you feel about it. Elaborate.
6. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
7. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 30
Trash Disposal

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت را ﺑﺴﻮزاﻧﻨﺪ
.• ﺑﻮﯼ ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت ﺳﻮﺧﺘﻪ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﻧﺎﻣﻄﺒﻮع اﺳﺖ
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان درﻳﮏ ﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
• ﻣﺮدم ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ درﺑﺪل ﻳﮏ ﻣﺰد
.ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت را دورﺑﺒﺮﻧﺪ
.• ﻗﻄﯽ هﺎﯼ ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت زود ﭘُﺮﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ
• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت را درﻳﮏ
.زﻣﻴﻦ ﭘُﺮﮐﺎرﯼ ﮔﻮرﮐﻨﻨﺪ
.• ﮐﺜﺎﻓﺎت ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ازﻣﺤﻮﻃﻪ ﺑﻴﺮون ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد

A. The troops live in a compound.
B. The trash canisters are filling
quickly.
C. The trash must be removed from
the compound.
D. The troops may burn the trash.
E. The troops may bury the trash in
a landfill.
F. The smell of burning trash is very
unpleasant.
G. The locals may haul away the trash
for a fee.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the local Afghan spokesperson. The
commander explains the trash problem, and finds out if the community is willing to
cooperate. When the Afghan leader weighs the options, the fee becomes the focal
point. The two parties proceed to negotiate that fee. (If possible, record the
conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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UNIT 31
STORY 31
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وﻳﮑﻢ
. ﺑﻌﺪازﻇﻬﺮﺑﻮد٢  درﻣﻮﻧﺸﻦ ﺳﺎﻋﺖ،وﻗﺘﻴﮑﻪ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮐﺮد
.ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻌﺪ از ﻣﺪت هﺎﯼ ﻃﻮﻻﻧﯽ ﺻﺪاﯼ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ را ﺷﻨﻴﺪ
.ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ هﻢ ﺑﺎ ﭘﺴﺮش ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮﻧﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﺮد
.ﺻﺪاﯼ ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻧﺸﺎن ﻣﻴﺪاد ﮐﻪ اوﻣﺮﻳﺾ ﺑﻮد
.اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﻳﮏ اﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﺧﻮب ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﺧﺎﻧﻤﺶ ﺧﺮﻳﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﺮا ﺑﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮐﺮد؟ اوﭼﻪ ﭼﻴﺰﻣﻬﻤﯽ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﮔﻔﺘﻦ داﺷﺖ؟
ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ اﺣﺴﺎﺳﺎت ﻧﺒﻴﻞ درﺁن وﻗﺖ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
.درﻣﻮرد ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻪ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﺪ
ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرﺧﻮد ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺖ؟
اوﺑﻪ اﺑﺮاهﻴﻢ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺖ؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture the “nice apartment” offered to Mah Gul and Nabil, and what it
contained in the way of comfort and amenities? Imagine what it had, and what it did
not have. What might the couple miss from their old home and neighborhood? Discuss
your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 31

وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن

 اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻪ ﻋﻮض.ﺳﺎﺧﺘﺎر ادارﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻧﺴﺒﺖ ﺑﻪ اﻳﺎﻻت ﻣﺘﺤﺪﻩ اﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎ ﺳﺎدﻩ ﺗﺮاﺳﺖ
 وﻟﯽ. اﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮرﺳﯽ وﻻﻳﺖ دارد، درﺣﺎل ﺣﺎﺿﺮ. ﺑﻪ وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎ ﺗﻘﺴﻴﻢ ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ،اﻳﺎﻟﺖ هﺎ
 وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎ را واﻟﯽ هﺎ. هﻤﻴﺸﻪ وﺟﻮد دارد، دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن١اﻣﮑﺎن ﮐﻤﺘﺮﻳﺎ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﺷﺪن وﻻﻳﺎت
٣
 ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼ، وهﺮوﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ ﺑﻪ ﻧﻮﺑﻪء ﺧﻮد٢ ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ، هﺮوﻻﻳﺖ.ادارﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
، ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎم وﻟﺴﻮال وﮐﺴﻴﮑﻪ ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼ را ادارﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ، ﮐﺴﻴﮑﻪ وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ را ادارﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.دارد
 ﺁﻧﻬﺎ. واﻟﯽ هﺎ ازﻣﺮﮐﺰﻳﻌﻨﯽ ازﻃﺮف وزارت داﺧﻠﻪ ﻣﻘﺮرﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ.ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎم ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﻳﺎد ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
 ﻗﺮارهﺎﯼ ﻣﻬﻢ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺗﻤﺎم وﻻﻳﺎت.ﺑﺮاﯼ ادارﻩ ﮐﺮدن وﻻﻳﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﺷﺎن ﺻﻼﺣﻴﺖ ﻣﺤﺪود دارﻧﺪ
.درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ
ء

1. (it) has been divided
2. decision
3. in turn
4. increase or decrease
5. structure
6. authority
7. possibility

1.

8. (they) govern / administer
9. governor / head of a province
10. simple
11. state
12. limited
13. (they) are appointed
14. administrative

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
1

 وﻻﻳﺎتis the plural form of  وﻻﻳﺖmade by Arabic rule, while by Dari rule it is  وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎ.
The word  وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽrefers to a subdivision of a province. The person in charge of a  وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽis called a وﻟﺴﻮال.
3
The word  ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼrefers to a subdivision of a وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ. The person in charge of an  ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼis called an
ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دار.
2
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Two Friends Discuss the Administrative Structure of Afghanistan


اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﭼﻨﺪ وﻻﻳﺖ دارﻩ؟
. ﺳﯽ وﻻﻳﺖ دارﻩ،ﻼ
ً ﻓﻌ
ﭼﺮا ﻓﻌﻼً؟
. ﺗﻌﺪاد وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎ ﮐﻢ و زﻳﺎد ﺷﺪﻩ،دﻩ ﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﺁﺧﺮ
وﻻﻳﺖ هﺎ رﻩ ﮐﯽ ادارﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻪ؟
.واﻟﯽ هﺎ
١
واﺣﺪ هﺎﯼ ادارﯼ ﮐﻮﭼﮑﺘﺮازوﻻﻳﺖ ﭼﻴﺲ؟
.وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ وﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼ
 وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ وﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼ ﮐﻴﺲ؟٢ﻣﺴﺆول
.وﻟﺴﻮال وﻋﻼﻗﻪ دار

:ﺳﺮور
:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
:ﺳﺮور
:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
:ﺳﺮور
:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
:ﺳﺮور
:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
:ﺳﺮور
:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ

1. responsible / in charge
2. in recent years
3. administrative units

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.

1

The overall administrative structure of Afghanistan is different from that of the USA. There are no equivalent
terms in English for words such as وﻟﺴﻮال,  وﻟﺴﻮاﻟﯽ, ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارand ﻋﻼﻗﻪ دارﯼ.
2
This word is also written as ﻣﺴﺌﻮل.
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GIST 31
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. دواﻓﻐﺎن درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﺪاﺧﻼت ﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﯼ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.١
. دواﻓﻐﺎن درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺗﺸﮑﻴﻼت ادارﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎردرﻣﻮرد ﻟﻮﻳﻪ ﺟﺮﮔﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ اﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﺼﺎﺣﺒﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٤
. دوﻧﻔﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء وﺿﻌﻴﺖ ﺁﻳﻨﺪﻩء اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 31
Leisure-Time Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﺑﻪ دﻳﺪن ﮐﺴﯽ رﻓﺘﻦ
ﮐﺘﺎب ﺧﻮاﻧﺪن
ﺑﻪ ﻣﻮﺳﻴﻘﯽ ﮔﻮش دادن
ﻧﻮاﺧﺘﻦ ﻳﮏ ﺳﺎز
ﺗﻮپ ﺑﺎزﯼ ﮐﺮدن
ﻳﮏ ﻏﺬاﯼ ﺳﺒﮏ ﺧﻮردن
ﮔﭗ زدن
ﮐﺎﻏﺬ ﭘﺮان ﺑﺎزﯼ ﮐﺮدن
ﻓﻠﻢ دﻳﺪن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. talk
B. watch a movie
C. play an instrument
D. listen to music
E. visit someone
F. fly a kite
G. play ball
H. eat a snack
I. read a book

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two groups: “solitary” and “social”
activities.
5. Draw a card. Talk about the last time you engaged in this activity (if never, give a
reason.) Elaborate.
6. Draw two cards. Compose a statement using both: “My roommate wants to…, but I
prefer to….”
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 31
Staffing a Checkpoint

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻞ ﺳﻮاررا اﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان درﻳﮏ ﭘﻮﺳﺘﻪء ﺗﻼﺷﯽ ﻣﺆﻇﻒ ﺷﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ
.ﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻞ ﺳﻮارﮐﺎرت هﻮﻳﺖ ﻋﮑﺴﺪارﻧﺪارد
 هﺮﮐﺲ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﮐﺎرت هﻮﻳﺖ ﺧﻮد را ﻧﺸﺎن،درﭘﻮﺳﺘﻪء ﺗﻼﺷﯽ
.ﺑﺪهﺪ
ء
.ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد اﻓﻐﺎن ﺳﻮارﺑﺮﺑﺎﻳﺴﮑﻞ ﺑﻪ ﭘﻮﺳﺘﻪ ﺗﻼﺷﯽ ﻣﻴﺮﺳﺪ
.هﻴﭽﮑﺲ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺪ ﺑﺪون ﻧﺸﺎن دادن ﮐﺎرت هﻮﻳﺖ ﺑﮕﺬرد

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops are staffing/manning a
checkpoint.
B. An Afghan rides a bicycle to the
checkpoint.
C. The soldier stops the bicyclist.
D. Everybody must show ID at the
checkpoint.
E. Nobody may pass without showing ID.
F. The bicyclist does not have a photo ID.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the soldier as interpreter.
The soldier is speaking to the bicyclist. The bicyclist presents a document, but it is not
a photo ID. The soldier may or may not agree to let the Afghan pass. (If possible,
record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.)
Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate
a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the picture for review. Practice
the vocabulary that you already know.
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1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ ودوم
. ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮐﺮد،ﻧﺒﻴﻞ اول ﺑﻪ ﺧﻮاهﺮش دﻳﻨﺎ ﮐﻪ دروﻳﺮﺟﻴﻨﻴﺎ ﺑﻮد
. ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ زود زود ﺑﺎ ﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرﺷﺎن ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮﻧﯽ ﮔﭗ ﺑﺰﻧﻨﺪ،اﮐﻨﻮن
.اﻋﻀﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩء ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ هﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮﺑﺴﻴﺎرﻧﺰدﻳﮏ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ درروزهﺎﯼ رﺧﺼﺘﯽ ازهﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮدﻳﺪن ﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ
.ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ازﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺧﻮدهﻤﻴﺸﻪ ﺷﮑﺎﻳﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺑﺮﺧﺎﺳﺘﻦ ازﺗﺨﺘﺨﻮاﺑﺶ ﭼﻪ ﮐﺮد؟
اول ﺑﻪ ﮐﯽ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮐﺮد؟ وﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺖ؟
ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺁن ﭼﻪ ﮐﺮد؟
ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﭼﺮا ﺁﻧﻘﺪرﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ؟
ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﮐﺮدن ﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرﺷﺎن درﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﭼﺮا ﺑﻬﺘﺮﺑﻮد؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture life in Pakistan for an Afghan family? How would they adjust?
Would their daily routine be the same or different? How so? Discuss your ideas in
pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 32

ﺣﻘﻮق زن هﺎ

 ﺑﻠﮑﻪ ﺗﻤﺎم ﺣﻘﻮق اﺳﺎﺳﯽ ﺷﺎن، زن هﺎ ﻧﻪ ﺗﻨﻬﺎ ﺑﻴﮑﺎرﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ،درزﻣﺎن ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن
 وﺿﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺣﺪﯼ ﺧﺮاب ﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ زﻧﺎن ودﺧﺘﺮان ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﮑﺮدﻩ در، ﺑﺎﻵﺧﺮﻩ.هﻢ ازﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ
 رﻓﺘﻦ دﺧﺘﺮهﺎ ﺑﻪ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ وﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن ﻣﻨﻊ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﺪ وهﻴﭻ زن ﺣﻖ.ﮐﻮﭼﻪ هﺎ ﮔﺪاﻳﯽ ﻣﯽ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ
. زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺤﺮوم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻧﻪ ﮐﺎرداﺷﺘﻨﺪ وﻧﻪ ﭘﻮل.ﻧﺪاﺷﺖ ﮐﻪ درﺑﻴﺮون ازﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﮐﺎرﮐﻨﺪ
 ﺁﻧﻬﺎ هﻢ. زﻧﻬﺎ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺑﻪ ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻞ وﮐﺎرﺷﺮوع ﮐﺮدﻩ اﻧﺪ،اﻣﺮوزﮐﻪ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮﻧﻤﻮدﻩ اﺳﺖ
 ﺣﺘﯽ دراﮐﺎدﻣﯽ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ، ﺑﻪ اﺳﺎس ﺧﺒﺮهﺎﯼ ﻣﻄﺒﻮﻋﺎت ﺟﻬﺎن.درس ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﻧﻨﺪ وهﻢ ﮐﺎرﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
.ووزارت دﻓﺎع ﻧﻴﺰزﻧﻬﺎ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎرﺷﺮوع ﮐﺮدﻩ اﻧﺪ
1. study / education
2. fundamental / basic
3. Ministry of Defense
4. during
5. Police Academy
6. begging / panhandling
7. news

1.

8. (a person’s) right
9. jobless
10. so / so much
11. (it) was banned
12. deprived
13. (they) have changed

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 32
A Man and a Woman Discuss Afghan Women’s Basic Rights as Guaranteed
by the New Government


. ﺷﻨﻴﺪم ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮﺑﻪ زﻧﻬﺎ ﺣﻘﻮق ﻣﺴﺎوﯼ ﻣﻴﺘﻪ،ﺧﺎﻟﺪ ﺟﺎن
 زﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ. ﻣﻪ ﺻﺪ ﻓﯽ ﺻﺪ ﻃﺮﻓﺪارﺣﻘﻮق ﻣﺴﺎوﯼ زن وﻣﺮد اﺳﺘﻢ.درﺳﺖ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﯼ
. ﮐﺎرﮐﻨﻦ وﺻﺎﺣﺐ ﻳﮏ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﺁﺑﺮوﻣﻨﺪ ﺷﻮن،ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻞ ﮐﻨﻦ
. اﻣﻴﺪ اس ﮐﻪ او روزهﺎ ﺗﮑﺮارﻧﺸﻪ. زﻧﻬﺎﯼ ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻠﮑﺪﻩ ﮔﺪاﻳﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﺪن،دﻩ وﺧﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﻬﺎ
.اﻧﺸﺎاﷲ وﺿﻌﻴﺖ هﺮروزﺧﻮﺑﺘﺮﺧﺎد ﺷﺪ
. ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن هﻢ ﺷﺮوع ﺷﺪ.ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎﯼ دﺧﺘﺮاﻧﻪ هﻤﻪ وازﺷﺪن
.زﻧﻬﺎ دﻩ ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ وادارﻩ هﺎﯼ دوﻟﺘﯽ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎرﺷﺮوع ﮐﺪن
.ﻣﻪ هﻢ ﺑﻪ زودﯼ دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﺳﺮﮐﺎرﻣﻴﺮم
دﻩ ﮐﺠﺎ؟
. دوﺑﺎرﻩ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ ﻣﻴﺸﻢ.ﻼ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ ﺑﻮدم
ً  ﻣﻪ ﻗﺒ.دﻩ وزارت داﺧﻠﻪ
1. owner / title holder / possessor
2. decent
3. (you) heard right (correctly)

4. government agencies
5. equal
6. (it) is hoped

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 32
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ زن وﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.١
، ﻳﮏ ﭘﺪرﺑﻪ ﺳﻮال هﺎﯼ دﺧﺘﺮش درﻣﻮرد اﺷﻐﺎل اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﻮﺳﻂ اﺗﺤﺎد ﺷﻮروﯼ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ.٢
.ﺟﻮاب ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ
. دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻣﺮﮐﺰﯼ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٣
. دوﺷﺎﮔﺮد ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن درﺑﺎرﻩء وﺿﻊ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻬﺎﺟﺮﻳﻦ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ زن وﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﺑﺎرﻩء وﺿﻊ ﺣﻘﻮق زﻧﻬﺎ دروﻗﺖ ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥

2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 32
Educational Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﻧﻮﺷﺘﻦ
ﺧﻮاﻧﺪن
ﮔﻮش ﮐﺮدن
 ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﺮدن/ﮔﭗ زدن
ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪن
ﺣﺴﺎب ﮐﺮدن
ﺟﻮاب دادن
ﺣﻔﻆ ﮐﺮدن
اﻣﺘﺤﺎن دادن
 ﻣﻄﺎﻟﻌﻪ ﮐﺮدن/ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻞ ﮐﺮدن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. speak / talk
B. listen
C. read
D. write
E. count
F. ask
G. answer
H. study
I. memorize
J. take a test

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “in class” and “at home.”
Explain your rationale.
5. Draw a card. Talk about this particular activity, recalling your own schooling.
6. Select a card. Make a negative statement: “My roommate/classmate never….” Then
contrast it with an affirmative one: “But I always / often / sometimes …”
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 32
Bartering for a Necessity

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
• ﻣﻤﮑﻦ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ راﻧﻨﺪﻩء اﻓﻐﺎن ﻳﮏ
.رﻳﺴﻤﺎن داﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻏﺬا وﺁب ﺑﻮﺗﻠﯽ دارﻧﺪ
.• ﻳﮏ واﺳﻄﻪء ﻧﻘﻠﻴﻪ ﺧﺮاب ﺷﺪ
• ﻣﻤﮑﻦ اﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ راﻧﻨﺪﻩء اﻓﻐﺎن درﺑﺪل
.ﻏﺬا وﺁب رﻳﺴﻤﺎن ﺧﻮد را ﺑﺪهﺪ
• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ رﻳﺴﻤﺎن ﻣﺤﮑﻢ
.• ﺿﺮورت دارﻧﺪ
ء
.• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﺸﻐﻮل ﮔﺰﻣﻪ راﻩ اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺎﻳﺪ واﺳﻄﻪء ﻧﻘﻠﻴﻪء ﺧﺮاب
.ﺷﺪﻩ را ﮐﺶ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ

A. The troops are on a road
patrol.
B. One vehicle broke down.
C. The troops need to tow the
disabled vehicle.
D. The troops need a strong
rope.
E. The Afghan motorist may
have a rope.
F. The troops have food and
bottled water.
G. The Afghan may trade rope
for food and water.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the Afghan motorist. The commander
explains the problem, and finds out if the motorist has the needed rope. When the
Afghan produces the rope, the commander examines it for strength. The two parties
then proceed to negotiate a fair trade. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the picture on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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STORY 33
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ و ﺳﻮم
.ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮاﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ درﻣﻨﻄﻘﻪء ﺣﻴﺎت ﺁﺑﺎد ﭘﺸﺎورزﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ
.ﻻ ﮐﻮﭼﮏ وارزان ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ
ً ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ درﺁﻧﺠﺎ ﻣﻌﻤﻮ
.درﭘﺸﺎورﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ ﺑﻪ ﺁﺳﺎﻧﯽ اﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﭘﻴﺪا ﮐﻨﻴﺪ
.ﺁﺷﭙﺰﺧﺎﻧﻪء اﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﮐﻮﭼﮏ ﺑﻮد
.ﻼ هﻢ ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ دﻓﻌﻪ دراﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﮐﺮاﻳﯽ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ
ً ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻗﺒ

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﻣﻨﻄﻘﻪء ﺣﻴﺎت ﺁﺑﺎد ﭼﻪ ﻳﺎد ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻴﺪ؟
درﻣﻮردﺷﻬﺮﭘﺸﺎورﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟
ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ ﮐﻤﯽ درﻣﻮرد اﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
ﭼﺮا زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﮐﺮدن درﺁن اﭘﺎرﺗﻤﺎن ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺁﺳﺎن ﻧﺒﻮد؟
ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ازﺧﻮدش ﭼﻪ ﻣﯽ ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪ؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture the area of town where Afghan immigrants settled? What do you
think happens over time when people from the same culture and homeland gravitate
together? Do you know of other cities like this, that have a “Chinatown” or “Little
Italy,” for example? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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١

TEXT 33

رهﺒﺮان ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦ


، درﺟﺮﻳﺎن ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒًﺎ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ و ﭘﻨﺞ ﺳﺎل ﺁﺧﺮ. ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن را ﺑﻴﭽﺎرﻩ ﮐﺮد،روزهﺎﯼ ﺳﺨﺖ ﺟﻨﮓ
 ﮔﺮوهﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ، ﺗﻨﻈﻴﻢ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦ.ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ ﺑﻪ ﺷﺪت دراﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮراداﻣﻪ ﻳﺎﻓﺖ
 ازﺟﻤﻠﻪء رهﺒﺮان ﻣﺸﻬﻮرﺗﻨﻈﻴﻤﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦ.ﺧﻮد را ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﻧﻤﻮدﻧﺪ وﺑﺮﻋﻠﻴﻪ هﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮﺟﻨﮕﻴﺪﻧﺪ
 ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻳﻮﻧﺲ، ﻋﺒﺪاﻟﺮب رﺳﻮل ﺳﻴﺎف، ﺻﺒﻐﺖ اﷲ ﻣﺠﺪدﯼ، ﮔﻠﺒﺪﻳﻦ ﺣﮑﻤﺘﻴﺎر،ﺑﺮهﺎن اﻟﺪﻳﻦ رﺑﺎﻧﯽ
 هﺮﭼﻪ ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻔﺖ ﺑﻴﻦ رهﺒﺮان ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦ. ﭘﻴﺮﺳﻴﺪ اﺣﻤﺪ ﮔﻴﻼﻧﯽ وﻣﻮﻟﻮﯼ ﻣﺤﻤﺪ ﻧﺒﯽ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ،ﺧﺎﻟﺺ
 ﻗﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪاﻧﺎن ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ ﻣﺮﺑﻮط ﺑﻪ. ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻋﺬاب ﻣﯽ ﮐﺸﻴﺪﻧﺪ،ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ ﻣﻴﺸﺪ
 ﺑﺮاﯼ ﭼﻨﺪﻳﻦ ﺳﺎل ﺑﻪ ﺟﻨﮓ ﺑﺮﻋﻠﻴﻪ،اﻳﻦ ﺗﻨﻈﻴﻢ هﺎ ﮐﻪ اﻣﺮوز ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎم ﺟﻨﮕﺴﺎﻻران ﻳﺎد ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
.هﻤﺪﻳﮕﺮاداﻣﻪ دادﻧﺪ
1. against
2. warlords
3. armed
4. (it) was prolonged / lasted
5. leaders
6. (they) fought
7. out of the whole / from among

1.

8. organization
9. helpless / desperate
10. (they) continued
11. intensively / seriously
12. related / belonging
13. (they) established / founded

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.

1

 ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦis the plural form of the word ‘ ﻣﺠﺎهﺪholy warrior / freedom fighter.’ The term  ﻣﺠﺎهﺪﻳﻦhas been used with
reference to the Afghan armed groups who initially fought the Soviet invaders in the 1980s, but after the
withdrawal of the Red Army from Afghanistan, started fighting one another for the power.
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DIALOG 33
Two Friends Discuss Hostile, Armed Groups in Afghanistan


. اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﭼﯽ روزهﺎﯼ ﺳﺨﺘﻪ ﺗﻴﺮﮐﺪ! ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ ﻣﻤﻠﮑﺘﻪ ﺗﺒﺎﻩ ﮐﺪ، ﺳﺮورﺟﺎن:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
. ﻣﻠﻴﻮن هﺎ اﻧﺴﺎﻧﻪ ازﺑﻴﻦ ﺑﺮد، ﻗﺪرت ﻃﻠﺒﯽ ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ، راس ﻣﻴﮕﯽ:ﺳﺮور
. ﺧﻮب ﺷﺪ ﮐﻪ وﺧﺖ ﺷﺎن ﺧﻼص ﺷﺪ، ﺑﻠﯽ:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
. هﻨﻮزهﻢ دﻩ هﺮﮔﻮﺷﻪ وﮐﻨﺎرﻓﻌﺎﻟﻴﺖ دارن. ﺧﻼص ﻧﺸﺪﻩ:ﺳﺮور
 ﭼﯽ وﺧﺖ ازﺷﺮﺷﺎن ﻧﺠﺎت ﻣﯽ ﻳﺎﻓﻴﻢ؟:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
. وﻟﯽ اﯼ ﮐﺎرﺁﺳﺎن ﻧﻴﺲ، ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮﺑﺮﯼ ﺧﻠﻊ ﺳﻼح ﮐﺮدن اوﻧﻬﺎ ﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻪ:ﺳﺮور
. اﻣﻴﺪ اس ﮐﻪ ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮﻣﺆﻓﻖ ﺷﻮﻩ:ﻧﻌﻴﻢ
1. (it) finished / came to an end
2. (it) eliminated
3. (we) will be saved (freed / rescued)
4. (it) went through / passed

5. (it) destroyed / ruined
6. evil / harm
7. thirst (longing) for power
8. to disarm

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 33
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ زن وﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﻣﻮرد ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ اﻧﺘﻘﺎﻟﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.١
. دودوﺳﺖ درﻣﻮرد ﮔﺮوﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺴﻠﺢ ﻣﺨﺎﻟﻒ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺑﺎزﮔﺸﺖ ﺷﺎﻩ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﮐﺸﺘﻪ ﺷﺪن اﺣﻤﺪ ﺷﺎﻩ ﻣﺴﻌﻮد ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ اﺳﺘﺎد ﺑﻪ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدش درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻧﻮﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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Work-Related Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
 ﻧﺎن ﺧﺸﮏ ﭘﺨﺘﻦ/ﭼﻴﺰﯼ را درداش ﭘﺨﺘﻦ
 ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ/ﺗﻮﻟﻴﺪ ﮐﺮدن
ﻓﺮوﺧﺘﻦ
راﻧﺪن
ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ ﮐﺮدن
ﺁﺑﺎد ﮐﺮدن
ﻣﺤﺎﻓﻈﺖ ﮐﺮدن
ﻧﻈﺎرت ﮐﺮدن
ﺗﺎﻳﭗ ﮐﺮدن
درس دادن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. manufacture
B. sell
C. bake
D. repair
E. build
F. safeguard
G. supervise
H. drive
I. type
J. teach

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “blue collar” and “white
collar” work. Explain your rationale.
5. Draw a card. Give an example of an Afghan who does this kind of work for a living.
Elaborate.
6. Select two cards that allow you to compose a meaningful statement using both.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next pages for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 33
Getting Propane

(Six statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺗﺎﻧﮏ هﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻟﯽ دارﻧﺪ
.ﭘﺮزﻩء اﺗﺼﺎل ﺑﻪ ﺗﺎﻧﮑﻬﺎﯼ ﺧﺎﻟﯽ ﺑﺮاﺑﺮﻧﻤﯽ ﺁﻳﺪ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﻪ ﮔﺎزﻣﺎﻳﻊ )ﭘﺮوﭘﻴﻦ( ﺿﺮورت دارﻧﺪ
.ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪﻩ اﻧﻮاع ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺗﺎﻧﮑﻬﺎ را ﻣﻴﻔﺮوﺷﺪ
ﺗﺎﻧﮑﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺑﺎ ﭘﺮزﻩ هﺎﯼ اﺗﺼﺎل
.ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺑﺮاﺑﺮﻣﯽ ﺁﻳﻨﺪ
.ﻓﺮوﺷﻨﺪﻩ ﮔﺎزﻓﺮوﺷﯽ دارد

•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops need liquid gas
(propane).
B. The merchant sells many
different size tanks.
C. Different tanks fit different
attachments.
D. The troops have empty tanks.
E. The merchant has propane for
sale.
F. The attachment does not fit
the empty tanks.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the merchant. The commander states the
troops’ need for propane. The merchant tells what he has available. When the empty
tanks are brought, the problem with the attachment is discovered. The commander may
or may not agree to buy new tanks. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the picture on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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STORY 34

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وﭼﻬﺎرم
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ازﺗﺨﺘﺨﻮاﺑﺶ ﺑﻪ ﺁﺳﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﺮﺧﺎﺳﺖ.
ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﺳﺮدرد وﮔﺮﺳﻨﻪ ﺑﻮد.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﺁﺷﭙﺰﺧﺎﻧﻪ رﻓﺖ وﭼﺎﯼ ﺻﺒﺢ ﺧﻮرد.
وﻗﺘﯽ اوازﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﻴﺮون ﺷﺪ ،هﻤﻪ ﺟﺎ ﻣﺜﻞ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﻣﻌﻠﻮم ﻣﻴﺸﺪ.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ دواﺧﺎﻧﻪ رﻓﺖ وﻳﮏ دواﯼ ﻣﺴﮑﻦ ﺧﺮﻳﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﺻﺒﺢ روزﭘﻨﺠﺸﻨﺒﻪ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺧﻮد را ﭼﻄﻮراﺣﺴﺎس ﮐﺮد؟ وﭼﺮا؟
ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻄﻮر؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﭘﻴﺶ ازﺁﻧﮑﻪ ﺑﻴﺮون ﺑﺮود ،ﭼﻪ ﮐﺮد؟
ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﺪ؟ اوﭼﻪ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎﻳﯽ ازﺑﺎزارﻣﻴﺨﺮﻳﺪ؟
درﺑﺎزار ،ﭼﺮا ﺗﻌﺠﺐ ﮐﺮد؟
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Can you picture the busy neighborhood of Hayatabad? Imagine the hustle and
bustle of early morning business. What did people do in the morning? To whom did
they speak, and about what? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only
Dari.
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5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 34

اﻗﻮام واﻗﻠﻴﺖ هﺎ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن

، اﻳﻦ اﻗﻮام ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﭘﺸﺘﻮﻧﻬﺎ.اﻗﻮام ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ، دراﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮر.اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﺸﻮرﺟﺎﻟﺒﻴﺴﺖ
 اﻳﻦ اﻗﻮام ﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن هﺎ و. ﺑﻠﻮچ هﺎ وﻏﻴﺮﻩ ﻣﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪ، ﻧﻮرﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ هﺎ، هﺰارﻩ هﺎ، ازﺑﮑﻬﺎ،ﺗﺎﺟﮑﻬﺎ
 اﮔﺮﭼﻪ.ﻟﻬﺠﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ وﻟﯽ زﺑﺎن هﺎﯼ رﺳﻤﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن درﯼ وﭘﺸﺘﻮﺳﺖ
 وﻟﯽ اﮐﺜﺮﻳﺖ، ﭘﺸﺘﻮن هﺎ ﺑﻪ ﺣﻴﺚ اﮐﺜﺮﻳﺖ ﻧﻔﻮس اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻧﺸﺎن دادﻩ ﺷﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ،دراﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﻪ هﺎ
 زﺑﺎن درﯼ ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒًﺎ زﺑﺎن.ﻣﺮدم اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻪ ﻟﻬﺠﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ زﺑﺎن درﯼ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
. ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ وﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن هﺎ ﻧﻴﺰﺑﻪ هﻤﻴﻦ زﺑﺎن ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ.ﻣﺸﺘﺮﮎ هﻤﻪء اﻗﻮام اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن اﺳﺖ
 ﺷﺮﮐﺘﻬﺎ واﻓﺮاد ﺗﻤﺎﻣًﺎ ﺑﻪ زﺑﺎن درﯼ، ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺎت ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ، دوﻟﺘﯽ١ ﻣﮑﺎﺗﺒﻪ ﺑﻴﻦ ادارات،هﻤﭽﻨﺎن
 رواﺑﻂ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻗﻮام اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن درﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﺪﻧﺒﻮد وﻟﯽ درﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ.ﺻﻮرت ﻣﯽ ﮔﻴﺮد
.ﮐﻤﯽ ﺧﺮاب ﺷﺪ
1. majority
2. correspondence
3. consisting of / including
4. common
5. statistics / census
6. minority
7. past
8. official / formal

1.

9. (they) have been indicated (shown)
10. (they) are taught
11. (it) takes place
12. individuals
13. population / people
14. dialect / accent
15. relationship

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.

1

 اداراتis the plural form of the word ‘ ادارﻩagency / bureau / office’ made by Arabic rule.
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DIALOG 34
A Reporter Asks an Afghan about Various Ethnic Groups in Afghanistan


.ﻟﻄﻔًﺎ دﻩ ﺑﺎرﻩء اﻗﻮام ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﻤﯽ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺑﺘﻴﻦ
 ﺑﻠﻮﭼﻬﺎ، ﻧﻮرﺳﺘﺎﻧﯽ هﺎ، هﺰارﻩ هﺎ، ازﺑﮏ هﺎ، ﺗﺎﺟﮏ هﺎ، ﭘﺸﺘﻮن هﺎ،دﻩ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
.وﻏﻴﺮﻩ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻦ
ﺳﺒﺐ اﺻﻠﯽ اﺧﺘﻼﻓﺎت ﺑﻴﻦ اﻗﻮام ﭼﻴﺲ؟
 ﻣﺘﺄﺳﻔﺎﻧﻪ ﮐﻤﯽ، وﻟﯽ دﻩ ﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ. رواﺑﻂ اﻗﻮام ﺑﺪ ﻧﺒﻮد،دﻩ ﺳﺎﺑﻖ
.ﺧﺮاب ﺷﺪ
ﭼﺮا؟
.ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻃﺮ ﻣﻨﺎﻓﻊ ﺷﺨﺼﯽ رهﺒﺮهﺎ
ﻼ ﭼﻄﻮراس؟
ً رواﺑﻂ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻗﻮام ﻓﻌ
 ﻟﻴﮑﻦ اﻣﻴﺪ واراﺳﺘﻢ، ﺣﻞ اﯼ ﻣﺸﮑﻞ وﺧﺖ زﻳﺎد ﮐﺎردارﻩ.اﯼ ﻳﮏ ﺳﻮال ﺳﺨﺖ اس
.ﮐﻪ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﺷﻮﻩ
1. cause / reason
2. for the sake of / because of
3. solving this problem takes a long time
4. but
5. leader

:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
:اﻓﻐﺎن
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
:اﻓﻐﺎن
:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
:اﻓﻐﺎن

6. personal interests
7. conflicts / disagreements
8. primary /main
9. past

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 34
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ازدوﺳﺖ ﺧﻮد ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ درﻳﺎﻓﺘﻦ ﮐﺎرﺑﺮاﻳﺶ ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﻨﺪ.١
 ﻳﮏ روﺷﻨﻔﮑﺮاﻓﻐﺎن ﮐﻮﺷﺶ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ درﻣﻮرد ﺧﻮﺑﻴﻬﺎﯼ ﮐﻤﮏ هﺎﯼ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ ﺑﻪ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻼ.٢
.ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺑﺪهﺪ
. دو زن درﺑﺎرﻩء ﺑﺎزﮔﺸﺖ ﻣﻬﺎﺟﺮﻳﻦ ﺑﻪ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎرﺧﺎرﺟﯽ درﺑﺎرﻩء اﻗﻮام ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ازﻳﮏ اﻓﻐﺎن ﺳﻮال ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد ﺑﺎ دوﺳﺘﺶ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﭘﺴﺮﮐﺎﮐﺎﯼ ﺧﻮد ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 34
Farming Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﺗﺨﻤﭙﺎﺷﯽ ﮐﺮدن
ﻗﻴﭽﯽ ﮐﺮدن ﭘﺸﻢ
 رﻣﻪ دارﯼ ﮐﺮدن/ﭼﻮﭘﺎﻧﯽ ﮐﺮدن
ذﺑﺢ ﮐﺮدن
ﺷﺎﺧﭽﻪ ﺑﺮﯼ ﮐﺮدن
ﺷﻴﺮدوﺷﻴﺪن
ﺁﺑﻴﺎرﯼ ﮐﺮدن
ﮐﺸﺖ ﮐﺮدن
 ﺣﺎﺻﻞ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ/ﺧﺮﻣﻦ ﮐﺮدن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. irrigate
B. harvest
C. cultivate
D. sow
E. prune
F. shepherd / maintain flock
G. slaughter
H. shear
I. milk

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “livestock” and “crops.”
5. Draw a card. Give an example of why this activity is important, and who ultimately
benefits. Make your point by adding the argument: “If you don’t…, then ….”
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6. Select two or more cards in support of your argument that an irrigation canal
( )ﮐﺎﻧﺎل ﺁﺑﻴﺎرﯼthat has fallen into disrepair should be repaired. Present your case.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next pages for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 34
Establishing Rapport

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﻗﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺑﺎ ﺳﺮﮐﺮدﻩ ﻣﻼﻗﺎت ﮐﻨﺪ
ﺑﻌﻀﯽ )اوﻗﺎت( اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ درﻣﻮرد ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ هﺎ
.ﺑﺪﮔﻤﺎن ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﻨﺪ
ء
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﺸﻐﻮل ﻳﮏ ﮔﺰﻣﻪ ﻋﺎدﯼ ازﻣﻴﺎن
.ﺷﻬﺮاﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﻗﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪان ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺧﻮد را ﻣﻌﺮﻓﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ
ﺑﻌﻀﯽ )اوﻗﺎت( اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺧﺎرﺟﻴﻬﺎ را ﻣﻼﻗﺎت
.ﻧﻤﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
ء
ء
.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﺨﺎﻧﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺳﺮﮐﺮدﻩ اﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﯽ ﺁﻳﻨﺪ
.ﻗﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪان ﻧﻴﺎت ﺧﻮب دارد

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops are on a presence patrol
through town.
B. They come to the house of an Afghan
leader.
C. The commander would like to meet
the leader.
D. The commander would like to
introduce himself.
E. The commander has good intentions.
F. Some(times) Afghans are suspicious
of foreigners.
G. Some(times) Afghans do not meet
with foreigners.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the Afghan leader’s bodyguard. The
commander emphasizes good intentions when questioned about the purpose of the
visit. The bodyguard may or may not comply with the commander’s request to meet
with the leader. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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UNIT 35
STORY 35
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وﭘﻨﺠﻢ
. ﺳﻔﺮﮐﺮدن ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺮاﯼ ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﺁﺳﺎن ﻧﺒﻮد.١
. ﻧﺎهﻴﺪ ﺣﺎﻣﻠﻪ ﺑﻮد ودرﺑﻴﺮون ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﮐﺎرﻧﻤﻴﮑﺮد.٢
. دﻳﻨﺎ درﻳﮏ رﺳﺘﻮران ﮐﺎرﻣﻴﮑﺮد.٣
. ﭼﻨﺪ روزﮐﺎﻓﯽ ﻧﺒﻮد، ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺳﻔﺮﻧﺒﻴﻞ وﺟﻠﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن.٤
. ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ وﻳﺰﻩء ﺁﻟﻤﺎن واﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎ را ﺑﻪ ﺁﺳﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﮕﻴﺮﻧﺪ.٥
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ اﺣﺴﺎﺳﺎت ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﮐﻤﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
ﺁﻧﻬﺎ اﮐﺜﺮًا درﺑﺎرﻩء ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ؟
ﻧﺎهﻴﺪ ﭼﺮا ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ درﻃﻴﺎرﻩ ﭘﺮوازﮐﻨﺪ؟
دﻳﻨﺎ ﭼﺮا ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ رﺧﺼﺖ ﺑﮕﻴﺮد؟
ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ وﻳﺰﻩء ﺁﻟﻤﺎن واﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻘﺪروﻗﺖ را ﻣﻴﮕﺮﻓﺖ؟ وﭼﺮا؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture the process of arranging for an immigration visa to Germany or
the U.S.? Who had to go to the authorities first, the sponsors or the beneficiaries? What
happened then? Was money involved? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups.
Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 35
وﺿﻊ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ


 زﻳﺮا درﻣﺪت ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮ.اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻳﮑﯽ ازﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﻳﻴﺴﺖ ﮐﻪ درﺁن ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎﯼ زﻳﺎد وﺟﻮد دارد
. ﻣﺮدﻣﺎن زﻳﺎدﯼ ﮐﺸﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ و اﻃﻔﺎل ﺑﯽ ﺷﻤﺎر ﺑﯽ ﺳﺮﭘﺮﺳﺖ ﻣﺎﻧﺪﻧﺪ،ازﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﭘﻨﺞ ﺳﺎل ﺟﻨﮓ
 وﺿﻊ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺧﻮب ﻧﻴﺴﺖ و،ﺑﺮاﺳﺎس ﮔﺰارش هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻣﻄﺒﻮﻋﺎت دﻧﻴﺎ
١
 دﺧﺘﺮان وﭘﺴﺮان ﺑﻪ ﺳﻨﻴﻦ، درﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ.ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ازهﺮﻟﺤﺎظ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮑﻬﺎﯼ ﺑﺸﺮﯼ اﺣﺘﻴﺎج دارﻧﺪ
، ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﻣﮑﺘﺐ درس ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮاﻧﻨﺪ و وﻗﺘﯽ ﺳﻦ ﺷﺎن ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﺷﺪ.ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ وﺟﻮد دارﻧﺪ
 ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ وﺿﻊ ﻳﺘﻴﻤﺎن و ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ در.ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ﻣﺴﻠﮏ هﺎﯼ ﻣﻬﻢ را ﻳﺎد ﻣﯽ ﮔﻴﺮﻧﺪ
 وﺳﺮﭘﺮﺳﺘﺎن٢ ﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﻣﻌﻠﻤﻴﻦ. ﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﯼ ﭘﻴﺸﺮﻓﺘﻪء دﻧﻴﺎ ﮐﻤﮑﻬﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﻣﻴﻔﺮﺳﺘﻨﺪ،اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
 ﻓﻠﻢ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺴﺘﻨﺪ. ﺧﺮاب ﺑﻮدن وﺿﻊ ﻳﺘﻴﻤﺎن وﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ٣ﺧﻮب ﻳﮑﯽ ازﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﻋﻠﻞ
ﻧﺸﺎن ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ ﮐﻪ ﻋﻤﺎرت هﺎ و ﻣﻮاد ﺧﻮراﮐﯽ و دﻳﮕﺮﺷﺮاﻳﻂ ﺑﺮاﯼ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﮐﻮدﮐﺎن ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﻣﻨﺎﺳﺐ
.ﻧﻴﺴﺖ
1. humanitarian
2. documentary films
3. profession / vocation / specialty
4. advanced / developed
5. suitable / proper / appropriate
6. (they) were left without a guardian
7. point of view / respect
8. teachers
1.

9. causes / reasons
10. (they) were killed
11. sponsors / guardians
12. countless / too many
13. orphans
14. ages
15. according to / based on

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
1

The word  ﺳﻨﻴﻦis the plural form of ‘ ﺳﻦage’ made by Arabic rule.
The word  ﻣﻌﻠﻤﻴﻦis the plural form of ‘ ﻣﻌﻠﻢteacher’ made by Arabic rule.
3
The word  ﻋﻠﻞis the plural form of ‘ ﻋﻠﺖcause / reason’ made by Arabic rule.
2
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DIALOG 35
An Orphanage Director Answers a Reporter's Questions


.ﻟﻄﻔًﺎ دﻩ ﻣﻮرد اﯼ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﮐﻤﯽ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺑﺘﻴﻦ
.ﻼ ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒًﺎ دوﺻﺪ ﻃﻔﻞ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ دارﻳﻢ
ً  ﻓﻌ.ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﻣﺎ ﺷﺶ ﻣﺎﻩ ﭘﻴﺶ ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﺷﺪ
ﺳﻦ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ هﺎ ازﭼﻨﺪ ﺗﺎ ﭼﻨﺪ اس؟
.ازﻳﮏ ﺳﺎﻟﻪ ﺗﺎ ﺷﺎﻧﺰدﻩ ﺳﺎﻟﻪ
ﻳﺘﻴﻢ هﺎ دﻩ اﻳﻨﺠﻪ ﭼﯽ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎ رﻩ ﻳﺎد ﻣﻴﮕﻴﺮن؟
. ﮐﻼﻧﺘﺮهﺎ ﺣﺮﻓﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻔﻪ ﻳﺎد ﻣﻴﮕﻴﺮن.ﻣﺜﻞ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدهﺎﯼ ﻣﮑﺘﺐ درس ﻣﻴﺨﺎﻧﻦ
ﭼﯽ ﻗﺴﻢ ﺣﺮﻓﻪ هﺎ رﻩ ﻳﺎد ﻣﻴﮕﻴﺮن؟
.ﻗﺎﻟﻴﻦ ﺑﺎﻓﯽ وﺧﻴﺎﻃﯽ رﻩ
ﺷﺎﮔﺮدهﺎ ﺑﺎ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮﺁﺷﻨﺎﺳﺘﻦ؟
.ﻧﺨﻴﺮ
1. vocation
2. older ones

3. (it) was established / founded
4. familiar

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 35
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻬﺎﺟﺮﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺑﺎزﮔﺸﺘﻪ اﺳﺖ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺧﻮد را ﭘﺲ ﺑﮕﻴﺮد.١
. ازﻳﮏ ادارﻩء رﺳﻤﯽ ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ، ﻳﮏ زن ﺑﻴﻮﻩ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﭘﻴﺪاﮐﺮدن ﮐﺎروﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ.٢
. ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻳﮏ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺳﻮال هﺎﯼ ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎرﺟﻮاب ﻣﻴﺪهﺪ.٣
. دوﺧﺎﻧﻢ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻃﺮﻣﻨﻔﺠﺮﺷﺪن ﻳﮏ ﻣﻴﻦ درﮐﻮﭼﻪء ﺷﺎن ﻣﺘﺄﺛﺮاﺳﺘﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻣﻬﺎﺟﺮﻣﻴﮕﻮﻳﺪ ﮐﻪ دﺧﺘﺮش درﻧﺘﻴﺠﻪء اﻧﻔﺠﺎرﻣﻴﻦ ﮐﺸﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 35
Camp Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
 ﺣﻤﻞ ﮐﺮدن/اﻧﺘﻘﺎل دادن
 درﻳﺎﻓﺖ ﮐﺮدن/ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﺁوردن
ﺗﻮزﻳﻊ ﮐﺮدن
 ﻣﻨﺘﻈﺮﺑﻮدن/ﺻﺒﺮﮐﺮدن
ﺳﻬﻴﻢ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻦ
درﻗﻄﺎراﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﺷﺪن
ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺮدن
ﺿﺮورت داﺷﺘﻦ
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. stand in line
B. wait
C. distribute
D. receive
E. carry
F. share
G. need
H. help / assist

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “providers” and
“recipients.” Explain your rationale.
5. Draw a card. Tell what happened in an Internally Displaced Persons (IDP) camp last
month, using the verb in the past tense.
6. Select several cards that help you to describe hardships. State what poor Zorah used to
endure when she was in an IDP camp in Pakistan. Then state how much better her life
is now, ever since she has returned to Kabul.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 35
Guarding Cargo

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
. ﻣﺮدم ﺻﺎدق ﺷﻬﺮﺧﻮد را ﺗﻤﺠﻴﺪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ،• ﺷﺎروال
. ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺁزردﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻮﻧﺪ،• اﮔﺮﺑﻪ ﻣﺮدم ﻣﺤﻠﯽ اﻋﺘﻤﺎد ﻧﺸﻮد
• ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻳﮏ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪء ﺑﺰرگ ﻣﻮاد ﮐﻤﮑﯽ
.را ﺑﻪ ﺷﻬﺮﺁوردﻧﺪ
• ﺗﻌﺪاد زﻳﺎدﯼ ازﻣﺮدم ﻣﺤﻠﯽ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺣﻔﺎﻇﺖ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ
.داوﻃﻠﺐ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ
.• ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ روزﺑﻌﺪ ﺗﻮزﻳﻊ ﺧﻮاهﺪ ﺷﺪ
.• ﻗﻮﻣﺎﻧﺪان ﻣﺴﺆول اﻣﻨﻴﺖ اﺳﺖ
.• ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ازﻃﺮف ﺷﺐ ﺣﻔﺎﻇﺖ ﺷﻮد

A. The troops brought a large aid
shipment to town.
B. The cargo will be distributed the
next day.
C. The cargo must be guarded overnight.
D. Many locals volunteered to guard
the cargo.
E. The mayor thinks highly of his
honest townspeople.
F. The commander is responsible for
security.
G. The locals may be offended if not
trusted.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the mayor (or his representative.) The
commander explains the security problem, and finds that the Afghans are more than
willing to help. The Afghan official assures the commander of the integrity of the local
people: they would not allow nor participate in any theft. The commander does not
wish to offend the locals but is ultimately responsible for safeguarding the aid
shipment until distribution. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ و ﺷﺸﻢ
 .١زﻧﺪﮔﯽ هﻤﻴﺸﻪ ﺟﺎﻟﺐ وﭘﺮازﺣﺎدﺛﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺷﻴﺮﻳﻦ اﺳﺖ.
 .٢ﻣﺎدرﺷﻬﻼ درﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮔﺮﻳﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﺮد.
 .٣ﻣﺎدرﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﮔﻔﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺷﻮهﺮش درﻳﮏ ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ درﭘﺸﺎوراﺳﺖ.
 .٤ﺷﻬﻼ وﻧﺒﻴﻞ اﻃﻔﺎل ﺧﻮد را هﻢ ﺑﻪ ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﺮدﻧﺪ.
 .٥داﮐﺘﺮهﺎ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﺮدﻧﺪ ﮐﻪ ﭘﺪرﺷﻬﻼ زﻧﺪﻩ ﺧﻮاهﺪ ﻣﺎﻧﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟
ﻣﺎدرﺷﻬﻼ ﭼﻪ وﻗﺖ ﺑﻪ دﺧﺘﺮش ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﮐﺮد؟
ﭘﺪرﺷﻬﻼ را ﺑﻪ ﮐﺠﺎ ﺑﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ؟ وﭼﺮا؟
ﺷﻬﻼ ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮﻧﯽ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺎدرش ،ﭼﻪ ﮐﺮد؟
ﮐﺪام ﻓﺼﻞ ﺳﺎل ﺑﻮد؟ درﺑﺎرﻩء هﻮا ﭼﻪ ﺷﻨﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟
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Can you picture the situation unfolding in the hospital? What languages were
spoken among family and hospital staff? How did they communicate about the
important issues at hand? Do you think they had an interpreter? Discuss your ideas in
pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.
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5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 36

ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ

. ﺁراﻣﺶ وﻧﻈﻢ درﺳﺮﺗﺎﺳﺮﮐﺸﻮرﺑﺮهﻢ ﺧﻮرد،وﻗﺘﻴﮑﻪ ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺷﺪت ﮔﺮﻓﺖ
 ﺣﮑﻮﻣﺖ ﻣﺮﮐﺰﯼ ﻗﺪرت.ﺷﻬﺮهﺎﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ازﻃﺮف ﺟﻨﮕﺴﺎﻻران ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ادارﻩ ﻣﯽ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ
 ﮐﺸﺖ، ﻳﮑﯽ ازﮐﺎرهﺎﯼ ﻏﻴﺮﻗﺎﻧﻮﻧﯽ. را درﮐﺸﻮرﮐﺴﯽ رﻋﺎﻳﺖ ﻧﻤﻴﮑﺮد١ﮐﺎﻓﯽ ﻧﺪاﺷﺖ وﻗﻮاﻧﻴﻦ
 دهﻘﺎﻧﺎن اﻳﻦ ﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ ﻋﻼﻗﻪء زﻳﺎدﯼ.ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ درﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ ﺷﺮﻗﯽ وﺟﻨﻮﺑﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﻮد
 وازﺳﻮﯼ دﻳﮕﺮ،ﺑﻪ ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ داﺷﺘﻨﺪ زﻳﺮاازﻳﮑﺴﻮازﻓﺮوش ﺁن ﭘﻮل زﻳﺎد ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﻣﻴﺂوردﻧﺪ
 وﻟﯽ اﻣﺮوزﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺎت. ﮐﺸﺖ ﮐﺮدن ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ را ﺁﺳﺎﻧﺘﺮﻣﯽ ﺳﺎﺧﺖ،اﻗﻠﻴﻢ ﺁن ﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ
. ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﻨﻊ ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ،ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺮﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﻣﻮاد ﻣﺨﺪرﻩ ﻣﺒﺎرزﻩ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
 وﻟﯽ اﮔﺮﻗﻮﺗﻬﺎﯼ اﻣﻨﻴﺘﯽ،ﺷﺎﻳﺪ هﻨﻮزهﻢ ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازدهﻘﺎﻧﺎن درﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ دوردﺳﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﺑﮑﺎرﻧﺪ
. ﺁن دهﻘﺎﻧﺎن ﻣﺠﺎزات ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ ﺷﺪ،ازاﻳﻦ ﮐﺎرﺑﺎﺧﺒﺮ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
1. laws
2. on the one hand
3. (it) intensified
4. (it) has been banned / forbidden
5. (they) were disturbed
6. power / strength /capability
7. (they) were being controlled / ruled
8. on the other hand

1.

9. (they) fight / campaign
10. cultivation
11. remote
12. central government
13. (they) did not obey / comply with
14. illegal / unlawful
15. peace and order
16. (they) will be punished

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.

1

The word  ﻗﻮاﻧﻴﻦis the plural form of ‘ ﻗﺎﻧﻮنlaw’ made by Arabic rule.
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DIALOG 36
A Reporter Interviews a Government Official about the Campaign against
Opium Cultivation


. دﻩ ﻣﻮرد ﻣﺒﺎرزﻩ ﻋﻠﻴﻪ ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﮐﻤﯽ ﻣﻌﻠﻮﻣﺎت ﺑﺘﻴﻦ، ﺁﻣﺮﺻﺎﺣﺐ:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
:ﺁﻣﺮ
. ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﻣﻤﻨﻮع اس، ﺑﻪ اﺳﺎس اﯼ ﻗﺎﻧﻮن. ﻳﮏ ﻗﺎﻧﻮن ﻧﻮﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ،ًاﺧﻴﺮا
. ﺑﺮﻧﺞ ودﮔﻪ ﺣﺒﻮﺑﺎت ﮐﺸﺖ ﮐﻨﻦ، ﮔﻨﺪم، دهﻘﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺑﻪ ﻋﻮض ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ،ﺑﺎد ازاﯼ
 هﻤﻪء دهﻘﺎن هﺎ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﮐﺸﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﺪن؟، ﭘﻴﺶ ازاﯼ ﻗﺎﻧﻮن:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
. ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﮐﺸﺖ ﻣﻴﺸﺪ، ﺗﻨﻬﺎ دﻩ ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﻣﻨﺎﻃﻖ ﺷﺮﻗﯽ وﺟﻨﻮﺑﯽ ﮐﺸﻮر.ﻧﺨﻴﺮ
:ﺁﻣﺮ
 ﻗﺎﻧﻮن ﻧﻮﻩ ﭼﯽ ﻗﺴﻢ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻦ؟:ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎر
:ﺁﻣﺮ
، دهﻘﺎﻧﻬﺎ رﻩ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺸﺖ ﺑﺮﻧﺞ. ﮐﺸﺖ ﮐﻨﻨﺪﻩء ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮐﻪ ﻣﺠﺎزات ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ:دوﮐﺎرﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ
. ﺟﻮارﯼ وﻏﻴﺮﻩ ﺗﺸﻮﻳﻖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ،ﮔﻨﺪم
1. grower / cultivator
2. campaign
3. (we) will encourage
4. banned / forbidden
5. how will (you) implement

6. law
7. grains
8. against
9. chief / in charge / boss

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 36
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎرﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﭘﻮﻟﻴﺲ درﻣﻮرد ﮐﺸﺖ ﺗﺮﻳﺎﮎ ﻣﺼﺎﺣﺒﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء واردات وﺻﺎدرات ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٢
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﯼ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ ﺑﻪ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٣
. دوﻧﻔﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﻓﺮوﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪن ﻣﻮاد ﮐﻤﮑﯽ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ درﺑﺎزارﺳﻴﺎﻩ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﺧﺮﻳﺪ ﺑﻌﻀﯽ ازﻣﻮاد ﮐﻤﮑﯽ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 36
Manner of Performing Duties

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
A. carefully
ﺑﻪ ﺁهﺴﺘﮕﯽ
 ﻓﻮرًا/ﺑﺼﻮرت ﻓﻮرﯼ
ﺑﺎ ﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎﻟﯽ
ﺑﺎ ﺗﺮدد
ﺑﻪ درﺳﺘﯽ
 ﺑﻪ دﻗﺖ/ﺑﺎ اﺣﺘﻴﺎط
 ﺑﺎ ﺣﻮﺻﻠﻪ/ﺑﺎ ﺻﺒﺮ
ﺑﺎ ﺑﯽ ﻣﻴﻠﯽ
ﺑﺎ ﺑﯽ اﺣﺘﻴﺎﻃﯽ
 ﺑﯽ ﺻﺒﺮاﻧﻪ/ﺑﺎ ﺑﯽ ﺻﺒﺮﯼ
 ﺑﺎ ﻏﻠﻄﯽ/ﺑﺼﻮرت ﻧﺎدرﺳﺖ
ﺑﻪ ﺳﺮﻋﺖ

1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. carelessly
C. slowly
D. quickly
E. correctly
F. incorrectly
G. hesitantly
H. promptly
I. cheerfully
J. grudgingly
K. patiently
L. impatiently

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “positive” and “negative”
performance evaluation.
5. Select two cards. Use the words to talk about one person who got fired from a job for
poor performance, and another who got promoted for doing an excellent job.
6. Draw a card. Think of a person who has to perform a task. Now tell what he/she is
doing, and in what manner. Provide an explanation: “Because….”
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
8. Use the pictures on the next page for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 36
Deepening Dried-up Wells

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﭼﺎﻩ ﮐﻢ ﻋﻤﻖ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﻋﻤﻴﻖ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﻮد
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ ﻳﮏ ﺑﺮﻣﻪ وﭘﻤﭗ ﺑﻴﺎورﻧﺪ
.ﭼﺎﻩ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﮐﻢ ﻋﻤﻖ اﺳﺖ
ﺧﺸﮑﺴﺎﻟﯽ ﺳﻄﺢ ﺁب زﻳﺮزﻣﻴﻨﯽ را ﭘﺎﻳﻴﻦ ﺁوردﻩ
.اﺳﺖ
.ﭼﺎﻩ ﺧﺸﮏ ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ
 ﺁﻟﻮدﻩ ﺷﺪﻩ،ذﺧﻴﺮﻩء ﺁﺑﯽ ﮐﻪ درﻧﺰدﻳﮑﯽ ﻗﺮاردارد
.اﺳﺖ
.ﻳﮏ ﭼﺎﻩ ﻋﻤﻴﻖ ﺁب ﮐﺎﻓﯽ را ﻓﺮاهﻢ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The drought has lowered the
water table.
B. The village well is shallow.
C. The well has dried up.
D. The nearby reservoir is
polluted.
E. A deep well can provide
sufficient water.
F. The shallow well must be
deepened.
G. The troops may bring a borer
and a pump.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the village leader. The village leader
complains about the lack of safe drinking water. The villagers are currently hauling
water from a nearby stream by donkeys, but the water is polluted and it sickens the
people. The commander may pledge help with some logistics for this project. (If
possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following pages for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وهﻔﺘﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

ﻣﺮاﺳﻢ ﺟﻨﺎزﻩ وﻓﺎﺗﺤﻪ درﻳﮏ ﻣﺴﺠﺪ ﮐﻼن ﺗﺮﺗﻴﺐ دادﻩ ﺷﺪ.
ﻣﺴﺠﺪ درﻣﺮﮐﺰﺷﻬﺮﻣﻮﻧﺸﻦ واﻗﻊ ﺑﻮد.
اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ،اﻳﺮاﻧﻴﻬﺎ وﺗﺮﮐﻬﺎ درﻣﺮاﺳﻢ اﺷﺘﺮاﮎ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ.
دوﺳﺘﺎن ﻧﺰدﻳﮏ ﺧﺎﻧﻮادﻩ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺑﺮادرﺷﻬﻼ رﻓﺘﻨﺪ وﻏﺬاهﺎﯼ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﯽ ﺧﻮردﻧﺪ.
ﺗﻤﺎم ﻏﺬا هﺎﯼ روﯼ ﻣﻴﺰرا ﺷﻬﻼ ﺧﻮدش ﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﭘﺪرﺷﻬﻼ ﭼﻄﻮرودرﮐﺠﺎ ﻓﻮت ﮐﺮد؟
راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺟﻨﺎزﻩ وﻓﺎﺗﺤﻪء اوﭼﻪ ﻓﻬﻤﻴﺪﻳﺪ؟ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﺪ.
ﭼﻪ ﻓﮑﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﺪ؟ ﭼﺮا اﻳﺮاﻧﻴﻬﺎ وﺗﺮﮐﻬﺎ هﻢ درﻣﺮاﺳﻢ اﺷﺘﺮاﮎ ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ؟
ﻻ ﭼﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ؟
اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻌﺪ ازﻣﺮاﺳﻢ ﺟﻨﺎزﻩ وﻓﺎﺗﺤﻪ ،ﻣﻌﻤﻮ ً
ﻏﺬا هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﯽ را ﮐﯽ ﭘﺨﺘﻪ ﺑﻮد؟
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Can you picture the diverse group of people in the funeral procession? Think
about how they knew—or did not know—the deceased, and how their custom of
attending funerals might be different from what is practiced in Christian communities.
Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 37

ﭘﺮوژﻩ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺷﻬﺮﺳﺎزﯼ

 ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺗﻄﺒﻴﻖ ﭘﻼن هﺎﯼ. ﮐﺎرﺁﺳﺎﻧﯽ ﻧﻴﺴﺖ،ﻧﻮﺳﺎزﯼ ﻳﮏ ﮐﺸﻮرﺑﻌﺪ ازﺑﻴﺴﺖ و ﭘﻨﺞ ﺳﺎل ﺟﻨﮓ
 ﭘﻮل زﻳﺎد، ﺗﺠﻬﻴﺰات ﮐﺎﻓﯽ وﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮازهﻤﻪ، ﮐﺎرﮔﺮان ﺑﺎ ﺗﺠﺮﺑﻪ، ﻣﺘﺨﺼﺼﻴﻦ ورزﻳﺪﻩ،ﻧﻮﺳﺎزﯼ
 ﮐﻼن١ ﻣﻴﺪان هﺎﯼ هﻮاﻳﯽ وﻋﻤﺎرات، ﭘﻞ هﺎﯼ ﻣﻬﻢ، ﺗﻮﻧﻞ هﺎ، ﺷﺎهﺮاﻩ هﺎ، ﺳﺮﮐﻬﺎ.ﻻزم اﺳﺖ
 ﻣﻬﻨﺪﺳﻴﻦ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﯽ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ اﻧﺠﻨﻴﺮان و.ﻼ وﻳﺮان ﺷﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ
ً  هﻤﻪ ﻗﺴﻤًﺎ ﻳﺎ ﮐﺎﻣ،دوﻟﺘﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
ﮐﺎرﻣﻨﺪان ورزﻳﺪﻩء ﺷﺮﮐﺘﻬﺎﯼ ﺧﺎرﺟﯽ ﮐﺎرﭘﺮوژﻩ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻤﺎﻧﯽ را دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﭘﻴﺶ ﻣﻴﺒﺮﻧﺪ
.وﭘﻮل ﻧﻮﺳﺎزﯼ ﻧﻴﺰازﻃﺮف ﮐﺸﻮرهﺎﯼ دوﺳﺖ دادﻩ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
1. most importantly
2. buildings
3. city development
4. (they) carry out / execute

1.

5. skillful / experienced
6. implementation
7. specialists / experts

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.

1

The word  ﻋﻤﺎراتis the plural form of ‘ ﻋﻤﺎرتbuilding’ made by Arabic rule.
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DIALOG 37
Two Engineers Discuss the Road Construction Projects to Which They Are
Assigned


. ﻣﻪ رﻩ دﻩ ﭘﺮوژﻩء ﺳﺮﮎ ﺳﺎزﯼ اﻓﺸﺎروﻇﻴﻔﻪ دادن،رؤوف ﺟﺎن
ﭼﯽ ﮐﺎرهﺎ دﻩ اﯼ ﭘﺮوژﻩ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ اس؟
. ﭘﻐﻤﺎن- ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ وﻗﻴﺮرﻳﺰﯼ ﺳﺮﮎ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ
.دﻩ ﭘﺮوژﻩء ﻣﺎهﻢ ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ ﺳﺮﮐﻬﺎ وﭘﻠﭽﮏ هﺎ دﻩ ﻧﻈﺮﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ
ﭘﺮوژﻩء ﺷﻤﺎ ﮐﺪام اس؟
 ﺟﻼل ﺁﺑﺎد-  ﺗﺮﻣﻴﻢ ﻳﮏ ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺷﺎهﺮاﻩ ﮐﺎﺑﻞ. ﮐﺎرﻣﻴﮑﻨﻢ١ﻣﻪ دﻩ ﭘﺮوژﻩء ﭘﻞ ﭼﺮﺧﯽ
.وﻇﻴﻔﻪء ﻣﺎس
ﮐﺎراﯼ ﺷﺎهﺮاﻩ ﭼﯽ وﺧﺖ ﺧﻼص ﻣﻴﺸﻪ؟
.ﺷﺎﻳﺪ دﻩ ﻣﺪت ﺳﻪ ﻣﺎﻩ ﺧﻼص ﺷﻮﻩ
1. (they) have assigned (me)
2. road construction

:ﻧﺎﺻﺮ
:رؤوف
:ﻧﺎﺻﺮ
:رؤوف
:ﻧﺎﺻﺮ
:رؤوف
:ﻧﺎﺻﺮ
:رؤوف

3. asphalting
4. culvert

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.

1

 ﭘﻞ ﭼﺮﺧﯽis a district east of Kabul on the highway leading to Jalalabad. It is famous because a prison and a few
military installations are located there.
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GIST 37
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪﻩء ﻣﺆﺳﺴﻪء ﻧﺴﻮان ازﺷﺎروال ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﮐﻤﮏ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ.١
. دوﻣﻬﻨﺪس درﺑﺎرﻩء ﭘﺮوژﻩ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺮﮎ ﺳﺎزﯼ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٢
. دوﺑﺎﺷﻨﺪﻩء ﮐﺎﺑﻞ درﻣﻮرد ﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﺑﺮق درﺳﺎل هﺎﯼ ﺁﺧﺮﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٣
. دوزن درﺑﺎرﻩء ﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﺁب درﺷﻬﺮﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪﻩء ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﻣﻠﻞ ﻣﺘﺤﺪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﻳﮏ ﮐﻮدﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﺑﺴﺎزد.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 37
Construction Activities

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﻣﻴﺦ زدن
 ﺣﻔﺮﮐﺮدن/ﮐﻨﺪن
رﻧﮓ ﮐﺮدن
ﺳﻤﻨﺖ اﻧﺪاﺧﺘﻦ
رﻳﮕﻤﺎ ل ﮐﺮدن
اﻳﺴﺘﺎد ﮐﺮدن دﻳﻮار
وﻟﺪﻧﮓ ﮐﺮدن
 ﻗﻴﺮﮐﺮدن/اﺳﻔﺎﻟﺖ ﮐﺮدن
 ﺑﻤﺒﻪ ﮐﺮدن/ﭘﻤﭗ ﮐﺮدن
1.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. dig
B. pave / blacktop
C. erect a wall
D. pump
E. weld
F. nail
G. pour cement
H. paint
I. sand

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “foundation” (“ground”)
and “structure” work.
5. Select several cards that will allow you to explain how fixing a sinkhole and
constructing a schoolhouse are different. Elaborate.
6. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
7. Use the pictures on the next pages for additional practice. Make up stories.
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MILITARY 37
Checking Cargo

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﻣﻴﺸﻮد ﮐﻪ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺤﻤﻮﻟﻪء اﺳﻠﺤﻪ درراﻩ اﺳﺖ
.راﻧﻨﺪﻩء ﻻرﯼ اﺳﻨﺎد ﺑﺎررا ﺑﻪ دﺳﺖ دارد
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻳﮏ ﻻرﯼ را درﺑﻐﻞ ﺳﺮﮎ اﻳﺴﺘﺎد
.ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻧﻤﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ اززوراﺳﺘﻔﺎدﻩ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
.ﻣﺤﻞ ﺑﺎرﻗﻔﻞ اﺳﺖ
.راﻧﻨﺪﻩء ﻻرﯼ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻃﺮﻣﻌﻄﻞ ﺷﺪن ﺷﮑﺎﻳﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﺮاﯼ ﭘﻴﺪاﮐﺮدن اﺳﻠﺤﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺣﺎل ﺁﻣﺎدﻩ
.ﺑﺎش اﺳﺘﻨﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops stopped a truck at the
roadside.
B. The trucker complains about the
delay.
C. The troops are on the lookout for
weapons.
D. A weapons shipment is known to be
on the way.
E. The cargo bay is locked.
F. The troops do not want to use force.
G. The trucker has documentation of the
cargo.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the trucker. The commander states the
purpose of the search, and requests cooperation. The commander asks the trucker for
documentation, and requests that he open the cargo bay. The trucker may or may not
comply readily. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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UNIT 38
STORY 38

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

© Shahab Azim

© Luke Powell

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وهﺸﺘﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

وﻗﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺁهﺴﺘﮕﯽ ﻣﻴﮕﺬﺷﺖ.
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ درﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ﻳﮏ زﻧﮕﯽ ﺁرام داﺷﺘﻨﺪ.
ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻓﺮزﻧﺪان ﺷﺎن ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮﻧﯽ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ.
درﭘﺎﮐﺴﺘﺎن ،ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ ﺑﻪ رادﻳﻮﮔﻮش ﺑﺪهﺪ وﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﺑﺒﻴﻨﺪ.
ﻃﺎﻟﺒﺎن ﻣﺠﺴﻤﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺑﺰرگ ﺑﻮدا را درﺑﺎﻣﻴﺎن وﻳﺮان ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﺁﻳﺎ ﭘﺪروﻣﺎدرﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﺑﻪ زودﯼ ﺑﻪ ﺁﻟﻤﺎن ﺑﻴﺎﻳﻨﺪ؟ اﮔﺮﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ،ﭼﺮا؟
درﮐﺎﺑﻞ ،ﭼﺮا ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺖ ﺧﺒﺮهﺎﯼ ﺟﻬﺎن را ﺑﺸﻨﻮد؟
اوﭼﺮا ازﺷﻨﻴﺪن ﭼﻴﺰﯼ ﻏﻤﮕﻴﻦ ﺷﺪ؟
درﻣﻮرد ﺑﺎﻣﻴﺎن ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟
ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ازﺧﻮدش ﭼﻪ ﭘﺮﺳﻴﺪ؟
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Can you picture the size of the Buddha statues shown in these photos? Do you
think they can be rebuilt? Should they be rebuilt? And why? Discuss your ideas in
pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

© Martin Metzger
5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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TEXT 38

ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﺷﺮﮐﺖ هﺎﯼ ﻋﺼﺮﯼ

 ﺳﺮﻣﺎﻳﻪ ﮔﺬاران ﻣﻴﮑﻮﺷﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺷﺮﮐﺘﻬﺎﯼ،اﻳﻨﮏ ﮐﻪ ﺷﺮاﻳﻂ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺗﺪرﻳﺠًﺎ ﺧﻮب ﻣﻴﺸﻮد
، وارد ﮐﺮدن اﺷﻴﺎ و ﻟﻮازم اﻟﮑﺘﺮوﻧﻴﮑﯽ ﻣﺎﻧﻨﺪ ﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن، ﺑﻪ ﻃﻮرﻣﺜﺎل.ﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
. ﻳﮑﯽ ازﺿﺮورﻳﺎت ﻣﻬﻢ دراﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮرﺑﻪ ﺷﻤﺎرﻣﻴﺮود، دﯼ وﯼ دﯼ وﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮ،رادﻳﻮ
 ﻳﮏ ﺗﻌﺪاد زﻳﺎد. زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﺮدم ﻧﻴﺰﺧﻮﺑﺘﺮﻣﯽ ﮔﺮدد، هﺮﭼﻪ وﺿﻌﻴﺖ ﺑﻬﺘﺮﻣﻴﺸﻮد،دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن
 ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮهﺎﯼ ﺷﺨﺼﯽ،ﺟﻮاﻧﺎن ﺳﻌﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ درﺳﻬﺎﯼ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮرا ﺑﺨﻮاﻧﻨﺪ واﮔﺮﻣﻤﮑﻦ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ
 ﻳﮏ ﺗﻌﺪاد ﺳﺮﻣﺎﻳﻪ ﮔﺬاران ﻣﯽ ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﮐﻮرس هﺎﯼ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮرا ﺑﺎزﮐﻨﻨﺪ ﺗﺎ، ﺑﻨﺎﺑﺮﺁن.ﺑﺨﺮﻧﺪ
.ﺑﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪهﻢ ﭘﻮل ﺑﺪﺳﺖ ﺑﻴﺂورﻧﺪ وهﻢ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﮐﺸﻮرﺧﻮد ﺧﺪﻣﺘﯽ اﻧﺠﺎم دهﻨﺪ
1. necessities / requirements
2. (they) try
3. for example
4. possible
5. the more
1.

6. electronic equipment / appliances
7. (they would) do / carry out
8. investors
9. gradually
10. personal

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
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Unit 38

DIALOG 38
Two Potential Business Partners Discuss Investing in Imported Computers
and Offering Computer Courses


. ﺑﻴﺎ ﮐﻪ ﻣﺎ وﺗﻮﺑﺮﯼ وارد ﮐﺪن ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮﻳﮏ ﺷﺮﮐﺖ ﺗﺄﺳﻴﺲ ﮐﻨﻴﻢ
.ﻣﻪ هﻢ ازﻣﺪﺗﯽ ﺑﻪ اﻳﻄﺮف دﻩ هﻤﯽ ﻓﮑﺮاﺳﺘﻢ
.اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن دﻩ ﺣﺎﻟﺖ ﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﺷﺪن اس
 هﻤﻪ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮواﻧﺘﺮﻧﺖ ﺿﺮورت، وزارﺗﺨﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ، ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن هﺎ، ﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ.ﺑﻠﯽ
.دارن
.ﺧﻮب اس ﮐﻪ هﻨﻮزﮐﺴﯽ ﺑﺮﯼ اﯼ ﮐﺎرﭘﻴﺶ ﻗﺪم ﻧﺸﺪﻩ
 ﮐﻮرﺳﻬﺎﯼ ارزان ﻗﻴﻤﺖ ﺑﺮﯼ ﺗﺪرﻳﺲ ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮ.ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮوارد ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﻴﻢ
.داﻳﺮﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ
.ﺑﻪ ﻧﻈﺮﻣﻪ اﯼ ﻳﮏ ﺳﺮﻣﺎﻳﻪ ﮔﺬارﯼ ﺑﺴﻴﺎرﺧﻮب اس
1. in the process of modernization
2. (we) will conduct / open
3. for some time (since some time ago)
4. to import
5. less expensive / cheap
6. ministry

7. teaching
8. investment
9. pioneer
10. (let’s) establish / set up
11. idea / thought / opinion

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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Unit 38

GIST 38
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﺻﺎﺣﺐ ﻳﮏ ﭼﺎﭘﺨﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻳﮏ ﻣﺸﺘﺮﯼ درﻣﻮرد ﻓﺮﻣﺎﻳﺶ اوﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. دودوﺳﺖ درﻣﻮرد ﮐﺎرﻧﻄﺎﻗﯽ رادﻳﻮ وﺗﻠﻮﻳﺰﻳﻮن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٢
. ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ، دوﺳﺮﻣﺎﻳﻪ ﮔﺬاردرﺑﺎرﻩء وارد ﮐﺮدن ﮐﻤﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮﺑﻪ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن.٣
. ﻳﮏ زن وﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﻣﻮرد ﻓﺎﻳﺪﻩ هﺎﯼ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﺟﻴﺒﯽ ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ زن وﻳﮏ ﻣﺮد درﻣﻮرد ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻦ ﺗﻴﻠﻔﻮن ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺧﺎﻧﻪء ﺷﺎن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 38
Kinship Terms

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﻧﻮاﺳﻪء ﻣﺬﮐﺮ
ﭘﺪرﮐﻼن
دﺧﺘﺮ
ﻣﺎدرﮐﻼن
ﺑﺮادر
ﭘﺴﺮ
ﭘﺪر
ﻣﺎدر
ﺧﻮاهﺮ
ﻧﻮاﺳﻪء ﻣﺆﻧﺚ
1.

A. mother

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. father
C. sister
D. brother
E. son
F. daughter
G. grandfather
H. grandmother
I. grandson
J. granddaughter

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called on,
arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “female” and “male” family
members.
5. Draw a card. Characterize this family member in relationship to others, but without
mentioning the word. Another student says the word.
6. Speak at length about your own family. If possible, share photos.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
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Unit 38

MILITARY 38
Implementing a Triage System

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
ﻻ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺠﺮوﺣﻴﻦ
ً ﺗﻤﺎم اﻓﺮاد ﺻﺤﻴﻪء ﻣﻮﺟﻮد او
.وﺧﻴﻢ رﺳﻴﺪﮔﯽ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
 ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺻﺒﺮ،ﮐﺴﺎﻧﻴﮑﻪ ﺟﺮاﺣﺎت ﺧﻔﻴﻔﺘﺮدارﻧﺪ
.ﮐﻨﻨﺪ
.ﺑﻌﻀﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺷﺪﻳﺪًا ﻣﺠﺮوح ﺷﺪﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ
اﺷﺨﺎص زﺧﻤﯽ ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻓﻮرًا
.ﮐﻤﮏ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد
.ﺗﻤﺎم ﻣﺠﺮوﺣﻴﻦ ارزﻳﺎﺑﯽ ﺧﻮاهﻨﺪ ﺷﺪ
ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﺑﻪ ﻣﺤﻞ وﻗﻮع ﻳﮏ زﻟﺰﻟﻪ اﻋﺰام
.ﺷﺪﻧﺪ
.ﺑﻌﻀﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﺻﺮف ﮐﻤﯽ ﺁﺳﻴﺐ دﻳﺪﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. The troops were dispatched to
the scene of an earthquake.
B. Some Afghans were critically
injured.
C. Some Afghans were only
slightly injured.
D. All of the injured will be
evaluated.
E. All available medics are tending
to the critically injured first.
F. People with less serious injuries
must wait.
G. Injured people want to be helped
right away.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the village spokesperson. The Afghan
reports that there are many injured villagers. They all want help right away and are
very upset. However, the commander has only limited resources. The available
personnel must evaluate all injuries and treat the life-threatening ones first. Perhaps
more medics will arrive soon to help the less severely injured. (If possible, record the
conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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UNIT 39
STORY 39
1.

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

2. Read the following statements and label them “true” ( )ﺻﺤﻴﺢor “false” ( )ﻏﻠﻂby
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﺳﯽ وﻧﻬﻢ
.ﻧﺒﻴﻞ روزﭼﻬﺎرﺷﻨﺒﻪ ﻳﮏ ﭘﺎﮐﺖ ﮐﻼن درﻳﺎﻓﺖ ﮐﺮد
.ﭘﺎﮐﺖ را ﺑﻪ ﺁهﺴﺘﮕﯽ ﮔﺮﻓﺖ واززﻳﻨﻪ هﺎ ﭘﺎﻳﻴﻦ ﺷﺪ
. ﮐﻠﻴﺪهﺎ را روﯼ ﻳﮏ ﻣﻴﺰﮔﺬاﺷﺖ،دردهﻠﻴﺰ
. ﺷﻬﻼ ﺳﺮﮐﺎرﺑﻮد،وﻗﺘﻴﮑﻪ ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﺑﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺁﻣﺪ
.ﻻ ﺑﻪ ﺗﻨﻬﺎﻳﯽ زﻧﺪﮔﯽ ﻧﻤﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
ً زﻧﺎن ﭘﻴﺮاﻓﻐﺎن ﻣﻌﻤﻮ

.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

ﭘﺎﮐﺖ ازﮐﺠﺎ ﺁﻣﺪﻩ ﺑﻮد؟ درﺑﻴﻦ ﺁن ﭼﻪ ﺑﻮد؟
ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﭼﺮا ﭘﻴﺶ ازهﺮﭼﻴﺰدﻳﮕﺮﭘﺎﮐﺖ راﺑﺎزﮐﺮد؟
راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﻣﺎدرﺷﻬﻼ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟
ﺑﺮادرﮐﻼن ﺷﻬﻼ ﭼﻪ ﭘﻼن داﺷﺖ؟
ﻧﺒﻴﻞ ﭼﺮا ﺁﻧﻘﺪرﺧﻮﺷﺤﺎل ﺑﻮد؟
4.

•
•
•
•
•

Can you picture the ideal family arrangement, according to Afghan tradition and
values? How do Afghans deal with lonely elderly family members? And how do
Americans cope with this problem? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak
only Dari.

5. Predict what will happen in the next episode. Make up a Dari title for it.
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Unit 39

TEXT 39

ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺎت ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن

 ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن هﺎ وﻣﮑﺘﺐ هﺎ هﻤﻪ ﺧﺴﺎرات، ﻣﺆﺳﺴﺎت ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻤﯽ، دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن،درﺟﺮﻳﺎن ﺟﻨﮓ داﺧﻠﯽ
 دﺧﺘﺮان ﺟﻮان ازﺗﺤﺼﻴﻼت ﻋﺎﻟﯽ ﻣﺤﺮوم ﺷﺪﻧﺪ، ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﺑﻪ ﺧﺼﻮص.ﺟﺒﺮان ﻧﺎﭘﺬﻳﺮ ﺑﺮداﺷﺘﻨﺪ
 ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان، دراﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮر، درﺳﺎل هﺎﯼ ﺻﻠﺢ.و ﺳﻄﺢ ﻋﻠﻢ وداﻧﺶ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﺧﻴﻠﯽ ﭘﺎﻳﻴﻦ اﻓﺘﺎد
 ﺑﺎﻳﺪ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺎﻧﮑﻮررا ﻣﻴﮕﺬﺷﺘﺎﻧﺪﻧﺪ وﺑﺮاﺳﺎس ﻧﻤﺮﻩ اﻳﮑﻪ،ﺑﻌﺪ ازﻓﺎرغ اﻟﺘﺤﺼﻴﻞ ﺷﺪن ازﻟﻴﺴﻪ هﺎ
 ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان،ً ﺑﻌﻀﺎ. ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﻣﯽ ﺷﺪﻧﺪ،دراﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺎﻧﮑﻮرﻣﯽ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻨﺪ
 زﻳﺮا. ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن را ﻣﻴﺨﻮاﻧﺪﻧﺪ، وﻟﯽ ﺑﺎ ﺁﻧﻬﻢ،ﻧﻤﻴﺘﻮاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪء دﻟﺨﻮاﻩ ﺧﻮد ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
.داﺷﺘﻦ دﻳﭙﻠﻮم ﺗﺤﺼﻴﻼت ﻋﺎﻟﯽ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن اهﻤﻴﺖ زﻳﺎد داﺷﺖ
1. (they) would study
2. damages
3. diploma
4. irreparable
5. level
6. admission exam
7. educational institutions
8. school (within a college or university)
1.

9. in particular / especially
10. (they) received
11. higher education
12. science and knowledge
13. favorite
14. (it) dropped / decreased
15. grade / score

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
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DIALOG 39
Two Friends Remember the Good Times They Experienced at Kabul
University


!ﻳﺎدت ﻣﯽ ﺁﻳﻪ؟ ﭼﯽ روزهﺎﯼ ﺧﻮﺷﯽ رﻩ دﻩ ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن ﮐﺎﺑﻞ ﺗﻴﺮﮐﺪﻳﻢ
. اﻣﺎ ﻳﺎدم اس ﮐﻪ ﺷﺎﻣﻞ ﺷﺪن ﺑﻪ ﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن ﺳﺨﺖ ﺑﻮد.روزهﺎﯼ ﺧﻮب ﺑﻮد
. ﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪء ﺳﺎﻳﻨﺲ رﻓﺘﻢ. ﻣﻪ ﻣﻴﺨﺎﺳﺘﻢ ﺑﻪ ﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪء ﻃﺐ ﺑﺮم اﻣﺎ ﻧﺸﺪ.راس ﻣﻴﮕﯽ
. ﻧﻤﺮﻩء ﮐﻢ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻢ، دﻩ اﻣﺘﺤﺎن ﮐﺎﻧﮑﻮر. ﻣﻪ ﻣﻴﺨﺎﺳﺘﻢ اﻧﺠﻨﻴﺮﯼ ﺑﺨﺎﻧﻢ.ازﺗﻮﺧﻮﺑﺎزﺑﻬﺘﺮﺑﻮد
. ﻓﺎﮐﻮﻟﺘﻪء ادﺑﻴﺎﺗﻪ ﺧﺎﻧﺪم،ازاوﺧﺎﻃﺮ
ﮐﺪام رﺷﺘﻪ رﻩ ﺧﺎﻧﺪﯼ؟
.ادﺑﻴﺎت اﻧﮕﻠﻴﺴﯽ رﻩ
ﭼﯽ وﺧﺖ ﻓﺎرغ ﺷﺪﯼ؟
.ﺗﻘﺮﻳﺒًﺎ ﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﭘﻨﺞ ﺳﺎل ﭘﻴﺶ
1. when did (you) graduate
2. (we) passed (saw / experienced)
3. science
4. therefore / for that reason
5. but (it) didn’t happen / (I) couldn’t make it

6. engineering
7. medicine
8. (I) remember
9. literature

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 39
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ، دودوﺳﺖ درﻣﻮرد اﻳﻨﮑﻪ ازﮐﺪام ﻣﮑﺘﺐ ﻓﺎرغ اﻟﺘﺤﺼﻴﻞ ﺷﺪﻩ اﻧﺪ.١
. ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ، دودوﺳﺖ درﺑﺎرﻩء روزهﺎﯼ ﺧﻮﺑﯽ ﮐﻪ درﭘﻮهﻨﺘﻮن ﮐﺎﺑﻞ داﺷﺘﻨﺪ.٢
. دوهﻤﮑﺎر درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﺸﮑﻼت وزارت ﺗﻌﻠﻴﻢ وﺗﺮﺑﻴﻪ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮدرﺑﺎرﻩء ﺑﺎزﺷﺪن ﮐﻮرﺳﻬﺎﯼ ﺳﻮاد ﺁﻣﻮزﯼ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﻨﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ زن وﺷﻮهﺮﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﻨﺪ ﺑﻪ ﮐﻮرس هﺎﯼ ﺳﻮاد ﺁﻣﻮزﯼ ﺑﺮوﻧﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 39
General Family Relationships

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﻧﻮاﺳﻪ
(هﻤﺴﺮ) زن ﻳﺎ ﺷﻮهﺮ
 ﻣﺎدراﻧﺪر/ﭘﺪراﻧﺪر
ﺑﺮادرﻳﺎ ﺧﻮاهﺮ
 ﺧﻮاهﺮاﻧﺪر/ﺑﺮادراﻧﺪر
 ﻧﮑﻪ/ﺟﺪ
ﭘﺪرﮐﻼن ﻳﺎ ﻣﺎدرﮐﻼن
 دﺧﺘﺮﻓﺮزﻧﺪﯼ/ ﭘﺴﺮﻓﺮزﻧﺪﯼ
 اوﻻدﻩ/ ﻧﺴﻞ
ﭘﺪرﻳﺎ ﻣﺎدر
1.

A. spouse

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. parent
C. grandparent
D. sibling
E. grandchild
F. stepfather / stepmother
G. half-brother / half-sister
H. adopted son / adopted daughter
I. ancestor
J. descendant

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “blood relative” and
“acquired relative.”
5. Draw a card. Characterize this person by his/her relationship to others in the family,
without mentioning the word. Another student says the word.
6. Talk about your own ancestors and living relatives. Elaborate.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
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Bringing in Emergency Aid Via Airlift

(Seven statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ارﺗﺒﺎط ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺑﺎ ﺟﻬﺎن ﺧﺎرج ﻗﻄﻊ ﺷﺪﻩ اﺳﺖ
زون ﻧﺸﺴﺖ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ هﻤﻮاروﻋﺎرﯼ ازﻣﻮاﻧﻊ
.هﻮاﻳﯽ ﺑﺎﺷﺪ
ء
ﻳﮏ ﭘﺴﻠﺮزﻩ زﻟﺰﻟﻪ راﻩ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ را ﺧﺴﺎرﻩ ﻣﻨﺪ
.ﺳﺎﺧﺖ
.ﭘُﻞ ﻗﺮﻳﻪ ﺳﻘﻮط ﮐﺮد
ﻓﺮورﻳﺨﺘﻦ ﺻﺨﺮﻩ هﺎ ﺑﺎﻋﺚ ﻣﺴﺪود ﺷﺪن
.ﮐﻮﺗﻞ ﮔﺮدﻳﺪ
هﻠﻴﮑﻮﭘﺘﺮهﺎ درﻳﮏ زون ﻧﺸﺴﺖ ﻓﺮود ﺁﻣﺪﻩ
.ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻨﺪ
.ﮐﻤﮏ ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ازﻃﺮﻳﻖ هﻮا ﺁوردﻩ ﺷﻮد

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. An aftershock damaged the
road to the village.
B. The bridge to the village
collapsed.
C. A rockslide closed the pass
over the mountain.
D. The village is cut off from
the outside world.
E. Help must be brought in by
air.
F. Helicopters can land in a
landing zone.
G. The landing zone must be
level and free of obstacles.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. While providing earthquake relief to the villagers, an aftershock closed all
routes to the village. It stranded villagers and troops alike. The commander is speaking
to the village leader about a suitable landing zone nearby. The commander wants to
call in an airlift. (If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following pages for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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UNIT 40
STORY 40

Listen to the episode. Transcribe as much of it as you can.

1.

) byﻏﻠﻂ( ”) or “falseﺻﺤﻴﺢ( ”2. Read the following statements and label them “true
writing T or F. Be prepared to explain your answers, based on your written
transcription.

ﻗﺴﻤﺖ ﭼﻬﻠﻢ
.١
.٢
.٣
.٤
.٥

هﻤﻪ ﻣﻴﺪاﻧﺴﺘﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺧﻮاب ﻧﻮروزﯼ ﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﻳﮏ روزﺗﻌﺒﻴﺮﺧﻮاهﺪ ﺷﺪ.
درﺁن ﻧﻮروز ،ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ درﺧﺎﻧﻪء دﺧﺘﺮﺷﺎن دﻳﻨﺎ دراﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ.
ﺑﻪ روﯼ ﻣﻴﺰ،ﻏﺬاهﺎ وﺷﻴﺮﻳﻨﯽ هﺎﯼ زﻳﺎد ﮔﺬاﺷﺘﻪ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ.
اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﻧﻮروزﺷﺎن را ﺑﻪ روزﺑﻴﺴﺖ وﻳﮑﻢ ﻣﺎرچ ﺗﺠﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ.
ﭼﻨﺪ ﻣﺎﻩ ﭘﻴﺶ ازﺁن ﻧﻮروز ،ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان اﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎﻳﯽ اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن را ﺁزاد ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺑﻮدﻧﺪ.
3. Discuss your thoughts about the following questions:

•
•
•
•
•

ﺁن ﻧﻮروزﭼﺮا ﺑﺎ ﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﮔﺬﺷﺘﻪ ﻓﺮق داﺷﺖ؟ راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ ﺁن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ.
درﺁن ﻧﻮروز ،ﻓﺎﻣﻴﻞ ﺧﻠﻴﻞ ﭼﻪ ﭼﻴﺰهﺎ را ﺑﺎهﻢ ﻳﮑﺠﺎ اﺟﺮا ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ؟
ﻻ ﻧﻮروزرا ﭼﻄﻮرﺗﺠﻠﻴﻞ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ؟ ﺁﻳﺎ ﺷﻤﺎ وﻣﻌﻠﻤﻴﻦ ﺗﺎن ﺁن را ﺗﺠﻠﻴﻞ
اﻓﻐﺎﻧﻬﺎ ﻣﻌﻤﻮ ً
ﮐﺮدﻩ اﻳﺪ؟
ﻣﻬﻤﺘﺮﻳﻦ ﭼﻴﺰﻳﮑﻪ ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان اﻣﺮﻳﮑﺎﻳﯽ ﺑﻌﺪﺗﺮدراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن ﮐﺮدﻧﺪ ،ﭼﻪ ﺑﻮد؟ ﺁﻳﺎ ﻣﻴﺘﻮاﻧﻴﺪ
ﮐﻤﯽ درﻣﻮرد ﺁن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﻴﺪ؟
درﺁﺧﺮ ،راﺟﻊ ﺑﻪ داﺳﺘﺎن ﺧﻠﻴﻞ وﻣﺎﻩ ﮔﻞ ﭼﻪ ﮔﻔﺘﻪ ﺷﺪ؟

Can you picture the reunion? Who was present? And how did everyone feel,
especially the travelers? Discuss your ideas in pairs or small groups. Speak only Dari.

4.

?5. If you had to create one additional episode to this story, what title would you give it
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ﺻﺤﯽ وﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎ١ﻣﺸﮑﻼت

 وﺳﺎﻳﻞ، داﮐﺘﺮ، ﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ،ﻣﻨﻔﯽ ﺟﻨﮓ هﺎﯼ دواﻣﺪار در ﻳﮏ ﻣﻤﻠﮑﺖ٢ﻳﮑﯽ از ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮات
 ﻋﺪﻩء زﻳﺎد، ﻣﺮﻳﻀﯽ هﺎ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮﻣﻴﺸﻮد وﺳﺎﻻﻧﻪ، درﻧﺘﻴﺠﻪءاﻳﻦ ﮐﻤﺒﻮد.ﻋﺼﺮﯼ ﻃﺒﯽ ودوا ﻣﻴﺒﺎﺷﺪ
، اﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن درﺳﺎﻟﻬﺎﯼ ﺁﺧﺮ.ﻣﺮدم ﺑﻪ ﺑﻴﻤﺎرﻳﻬﺎﯼ ﺳﺎرﯼ ﻣﺒﺘﻼ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺟﺎن ﺧﻮد را ازدﺳﺖ ﻣﻴﺪهﻨﺪ
، ﺑﺮاﺳﺎس اﺣﺼﺎﺋﻴﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﻳﻮﻧﻴﺴﻒ.ازﺟﻬﺖ ﮐﻤﺒﻮد دوا وداﮐﺘﺮﻣﺸﮑﻼت ﺑﺰرﮔﯽ داﺷﺖ
 واﮐﺴﻴﻦ ﻧﻤﯽ، اﻃﻔﺎل ﺑﻌﺪ ازﺗﻮﻟﺪ.ﻣﺮگ اﻃﻔﺎل وﻣﺎدران دراﻳﻦ ﮐﺸﻮرﺑﻪ ﺑﺎﻻﺗﺮﻳﻦ ﺳﻄﺢ رﺳﻴﺪ
 ﺑﻪ ﺑﻴﻤﺎرﯼ هﺎﯼ ﮔﻮﻧﺎﮔﻮن،ﺷﺪﻧﺪ وﻣﺎدران ﻧﻴﺰدرﻧﺘﻴﺠﻪء ﮐﻤﺒﻮد ﻣﻮادﻏﺬاﻳﯽ و دوا هﺎﯼ ﺿﺮورﯼ
 ﺑﻪ ﮐﻤﮏ، اﻣﺮوز. ﺑﻴﻤﺎرﯼ هﺎﯼ ﺷﺎن ﺑﻪ ﻣﺮگ ﻣﻨﺠﺮﻣﯽ ﺷﺪ،ًﻣﺒﺘﻼ ﻣﯽ ﮔﺮدﻳﺪﻧﺪ واﮐﺜﺮا
 ﺑﻬﺘﺮ، وﺿﻊ ﺻﺤﺖ ﻋﺎﻣﻪ دراﻓﻐﺎﻧﺴﺘﺎن،ﺳﺎزﻣﺎن ﺻﺤﯽ ﺟﻬﺎن ودﻳﮕﺮﺳﺎزﻣﺎن هﺎﯼ ﺑﻴﻦ اﻟﻤﻠﻠﯽ
.ﻣﻴﺸﻮد و ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ هﺎﯼ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮدوﺑﺎرﻩ ﻓﻌﺎل ﺳﺎﺧﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ و درﺧﺪﻣﺖ ﻣﺮدم ﮔﺬاﺷﺘﻪ ﻣﯽ ﺷﻮﻧﺪ
1. (they) lose
2. negative
3. continuous
4. point of view / aspect
5. public health
6. various
7. equipment / means
8. UNICEF
9. impacts / effects

1.

10. World Health Organization (WHO)
11. contagious
12. annually / annual
13. life / soul
14. medical
15. (they) resulted (in)
16. affected / afflicted
17. health problems
18. statistics / census

Listen first, then read along as you listen.

2. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
3. Now expand any simple, short sentences by adding adjectives, adverbs, or relative
clauses with information that you make up. Conversely, take a long, complex sentence
and shorten or simplify it.
4. Discuss the narrative in small groups.
5. Create a variation. Work in pairs or small groups.
6. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional activities such as dictation, drill,
or vocabulary quiz.
1
2

The word ‘ ﻣﺸﮑﻼتproblems’ is the plural form of  ﻣﺸﮑﻞmade by Arabic rule.
The word ‘ ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮاتimpacts’ is the plural form of  ﺗﺄﺛﻴﺮmade by Arabic rule.
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DIALOG 40
A Representative of the Ministry of Public Health Discusses Health
Problems of the Villagers with a Village Leader


 ﻟﻄﻔًﺎ ﺑﮕﻮﻳﻴﻦ ﮐﻪ ﻣﺮدم اﯼ. ﻣﻪ ازﻃﺮف وزارت ﺻﺤﺖ ﻋﺎﻣﻪ ﺁﻣﺪﻳﻢ، ﻣﻠﮏ ﺻﺎﺣﺐ:ﻣﺎﻣﻮر
دِﻩ زﻳﺎدﺗﺮﭼﯽ ﻗﺴﻢ ﻣﺮﻳﻀﯽ هﺎ دارن؟
 ﻳﮏ. ﭼﻴﭽﮏ وﺳﺮﺧﮑﺎن ﺑﺴﻴﺎرزﻳﺎد اس، ﺑﻴﻦ اﻃﻔﺎل. ﻣﺮﻳﻀﯽ هﺎﯼ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ دارن:ﻣﻠﮏ
.ﺗﻌﺪاد ﮐﻼﻧﺴﺎل هﺎﯼ ﻣﺎ ﺗﻮﺑﺮﮐﻠﻮزدارن
. داﮐﺘﺮودوا ﺑﻪ ﻗﺪرﮐﺎﻓﯽ دارﻳﻢ. ﻣﺎ دﻩ ﻧﻈﺮدارﻳﻢ ﻳﮏ ﮐﻠﻴﻨﻴﮏ ﺳﻴﺎرﻩ ﺑﻪ دِﻩ ﺷﻤﺎ ﺑﻴﺎرﻳﻢ:ﻣﺎﻣﻮر
.ﻣﺮﻳﺾ هﺎ رﻩ ﺗﺪاوﯼ وﻃﻔﻞ هﺎﯼ ﺧﻮردﻩ واﮐﺴﻴﻦ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ
 ﭼﯽ وﺧﺖ ﺑﻪ ﺧﻴﺮﻣﻴﺎﻳﻴﻦ؟. ﺑﺴﻴﺎرزﻳﺎد ﺗﺸﮑﺮﻣﺎﻣﻮرﺻﺎﺣﺐ:ﻣﻠﮏ
. ﺑﻪ زودﯼ ﮐﺎرهﺎ رﻩ ﺷﺮوع ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻴﻢ، اﻧﺸﺎاﷲ. ﺁﻣﺪﻳﻢ ﮐﻪ ﺳﺮوﯼ ﮐﻨﻢ،ً ﻓﻌﻼ:ﻣﺎﻣﻮر
1. tuberculosis
2. mobile
3. measles

4. survey
5. smallpox

1.

First, listen for the general idea. (Close your book for this task.)

2.

(Open your book.) Read along as you listen.

3. Match the vocabulary from the scramble box to the underlined words.
4. Practice the original dialog with a partner.
5. In pairs, create a variation.
6. Identify the conversational forms and convert them to formal Dari.
7. Time permitting, your teacher will conduct additional practice activities.
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GIST 40
1. First, read the following titles and think about what you might hear.

. ﻧﻤﺎﻳﻨﺪﻩء وزارت ﺻﺤﺖ ﻋﺎﻣﻪ ﺑﺎ ﻣﻠﮏ دِﻩ ﻣﺨﺘﻠﻒ ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.١
. ﻳﮏ ﺷﻮهﺮازهﻤﺴﺮش ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺑﺮاﯼ ﺗﻮﻟﺪ ﻓﺮزﻧﺪﺷﺎن ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺑﻪ ﺷﻔﺎﺧﺎﻧﻪ ﺑﺮود.٢
. ﻳﮏ ﺧﺒﺮﻧﮕﺎرﺑﺎ ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻩء ﻳﮏ ﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﺸﮑﻼت ﺁن ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﺪ.٣
. ﻳﮏ ﻧﺮس ﺑﺎ ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻣﮑﺘﺐ درﺑﺎرﻩء واﮐﺴﻴﻦ ﮐﺮدن ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﮔﭗ ﻣﻴﺰﻧﺪ.٤
. ﻳﮏ ﻧﺮس ﻣﻴﺨﻮاهﺪ ﺑﺎ ﻣﺪﻳﺮﻳﺘﻴﻢ ﺧﺎﻧﻪ درﺑﺎرﻩء ﻣﺮﻳﻀﯽ ﺷﺎﮔﺮدان ﺻﺤﺒﺖ ﮐﻨﺪ.٥
2.

Listen to three dialogs and identify the corresponding titles.

3. Take notes and tell additional details about each dialog in Dari.
4. Time permitting, using the SmartBoard, your instructor will display the
dialogs’ transcripts for additional study of conversational versus formal Dari.
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CARDS 40
Extended Family

(Vocabulary is recorded in scrambled order. The Dari words are also provided on flash
cards.)
ﺑﺮادرزادﻩء ﻣﺬﮐﺮ
ﻋﻤﻪ
ء
ﺧﻮاهﺮزادﻩ ﻣﺆﻧﺚ
ﻣﺎﻣﺎ
ﺧﺎﻟﻪ
ء
ﺧﻮاهﺮزادﻩ ﻣﺬﮐﺮ
 دﺧﺘﺮﺧﺎﻟﻪ/ دﺧﺘﺮﻣﺎﻣﺎ
ﮐﺎﮐﺎ
ء
ﺑﺮادرزادﻩ ﻣﺆﻧﺚ
 ﭘﺴﺮﺧﺎﻟﻪ/ ﭘﺴﺮﻣﺎﻣﺎ
 دﺧﺘﺮﻋﻤﻪ/ دﺧﺘﺮﮐﺎﮐﺎ
 ﭘﺴﺮﻋﻤﻪ/ ﭘﺴﺮﮐﺎﮐﺎ
1.

A. aunt (father’s side)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

B. uncle (father’s side)
C. aunt (mother’s side)
D. uncle (mother’s side)
E. male cousin (father’s side)
F. male cousin (mother’s side)
G. female cousin (father’s side)
H. female cousin (mother’s side)
I. niece (brother’s child)
J. niece (sister’s child)
K. nephew (brother’s child)
L. nephew (sister’s child)

Listen to the words until you are thoroughly familiar with them.

2. Match them to their meanings.
3. Practice Dari handwriting. Your instructor will write each word. Copy the handwritten
versions carefully.
4. Your instructor provides the words on flash cards. Shuffle the cards. When called
upon, arrange them as quickly as you can in two categories: “females” and “males.”
5. Draw a card. Characterize this person in his/her relationship to others in the family, but
without mentioning the kinship term. Another student says the word.
6. Talk about your own extended family, or draw a family tree and share it with others.
7. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related sentence for transcription and
translation.
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MILITARY 40
Landmine Alert

(Eight statements are recorded in scrambled order. They outline a problem/shortcoming.)
.ﭼﻮﭘﺎن هﻨﻮزدرﻣﻴﺪان اﺳﺖ
.ﻳﮏ ﮔﻮﺳﻔﻨﺪ ﺑﺎﻋﺚ وﻗﻮع اﻧﻔﺠﺎرﺷﺪ
. ﻳﮏ اﻧﻔﺠﺎرﺻﻮرت ﮔﺮﻓﺖ،درﻣﻴﺪان
.ﺳﺮﺑﺎزان ﻣﺸﻐﻮل ﻣﺴﺪودﮐﺮدن دورادورﻣﻴﺪان اﺳﺘﻨﺪ
.ﻣﻴﻦ زﻣﻴﻨﯽ ﮔﻮﺳﻔﻨﺪ را ﺑﻪ ﻗﺘﻞ رﺳﺎﻧﺪ
 ﻣﻴﻦ هﺎﯼ زﻣﻴﻨﯽ، ﮐﺎرﺷﻨﺎﺳﺎن/ﺗﻨﻬﺎ ﻣﺘﺨﺼﺼﻴﻦ
.را ﺗﺼﻔﻴﻪ ﻣﻴﮑﻨﻨﺪ
اﻣﮑﺎن دارد ﮐﻪ ﻣﻴﻨﻬﺎﯼ زﻣﻴﻨﯽ ﺑﻴﺸﺘﺮوﺟﻮد داﺷﺘﻪ
.ﺑﺎﺷﺪ
.ﻳﮏ ﮔﺬرﮔﺎﻩ ﻣﺼﺆون ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺗﺼﻔﻴﻪ ﮐﺮدﻩ ﺷﻮد

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A. There was an explosion
in the field.
B. The troops are cordoning
off the field.
C. A sheep triggered the
blast.
D. The landmine killed
the sheep.
E. The shepherd is still in
the field.
F. There may be more
landmines.
G. A safe path must be cleared.
H. Only experts clear landmines.

1. Match the English statements to their Dari counterparts (formal Dari).
2. Transition to conversational Dari: Your instructor will restate the information in a
conversational way, using colloquial expressions and forms. Pay close attention to
those differences. Repeat the conversational forms in preparation for the role-play.
3. Role-play/Two-way interpretation: The Dari linguist assists the commander as
interpreter. The commander is speaking to the village leader. The village leader wants
to get the shepherd out of the field. The commander wants the shepherd to stay put
until a safe path has been cleared. The village leader may or may not comply readily.
(If possible, record the conversation.)
4. (Listen to the recorded conversation.) Critique the performance.
5. Time permitting, your instructor will dictate a related command or question.
Transcribe and translate it.
6. Use the pictures on the following page for review. Practice the vocabulary that you
already know.
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